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ABSTRACT

As a part of the operational decision aid program of the Office of
Naval Research, one of the decision aids (a strike timina aid) developed to
date was tested to evaluate comparatively the merit, if any, of the full aid
and its various components. The aid was developed to be representative of
a class of operational decision aids which provide trend output information.

Flight A expericncedA and flight inexperienced ' subjects solved 'hardy(

and easy strike launch time problems using the full aid, selected portions
of the aid, and without the aid. The results were analyzed by a variety of
methods and supporter, contentions favoring the value of the aid. The results
suggested: (1) an in-':-case in decision validity by a factor of five, when unaided
decisions were compared with aided decisions, (2) a quite strong achievement
by the aid of its goals, and (3) differential effectiveness as a function of prob- A
lem difficulty and the experience of the user.

Implications for aid development and evaluations of such aids are
also presented.
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SUMMARY

As a part of the operational decision aid program of the Office of
Naval Research, one of the decision aids developed to date, the strike timing
aid, was subjected to a test to evaluate comparatively the merit, if any, of
the full aid and its various components. This evaluation is one of a set of
evaluations of various decision aids developed under the decision aid plo- 4
gram of the Office of Naval Research.

I
Description of the Strike Timing Aid

The strike timing decision aid was developed by Analytics, Inc. to
be representative of a class of operational decision aids which provide trend
output. The version tested was not considered to be in a "ready for use"
state. Essentially, the aid is based on a mathematical engagement model
which predicts the outcome of an air strike as a function of strike launch
time. On the basis of input information, the aid provides two types of user
-riented information: (1) projected strike outcome information, and (2)
expected strike utility. The projected outcome information consists of
such items as projected own losses, projected enemy air losses, and pro-
jected enemy ground losses. The expected utility information presents the
"value" of a strike as a function of strike launch time. This value is cal-
culated as a function of "subjectivc" values assigned by the aid's user to
tne loss or destruction of various types of units and the number of units
(both own and enemy) expected to be destroyed at various launch times.

Other user oriented features are also provided by the aid, e. g.,
an analysis of losses by mission segment and a sensitivity analytic feature.

Method

: Flight "experienced" ad flight "inexperienced" groups were asked

to solve "hard" and "easy" strike launch problems using the full aid, se-
lected portions of the aid, and no aid. The results were analyzed relative
to five hypotheses concerning the utility of the aid. The hypotheses
concerned: (1) the effectiveness of strike launch time decisions made with
the use of the aid and those made without the use of the aid, (2) the per-
ceived usefulness of the aid, (3) the effectiveness and perceived usefulness
as a function of the experience of the user and as a function of problem dif-
ficulty, (4) the validity of the aid, and (5) the effectiveness of decisions
made when only portions of the aid are made available for use.
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i Data pertinent to each of these five hypotheses were collected and
compared with criterion data reflecting the optimum solution to each prob-

~~lem. Each participant in the study was also interviewed concerning his q

reaction to the various features of tihe aid.

_ Findings -- =

The ,results supported contentions favoring the value of the aid.•
X ~ The re were consistent, statistically significant differences, favoring aid-

ing, between the unaided condition and some level of aiding. The data sug-
gested an increase in decision validity by a factor- of five, when unaided de-

cisions were compared with aided decisions. The results of a multiattrib-
ute utility analysis indicated that the aid achieved its goals quite well.J

*I

A set of regression analyses ifdicated that the aid users did not e-
ploy all of the information provided by the aid when they attempted to solve
a poblem. More typically, the user selected one or two aspects which
were important to him (e. g., weather at target, enemy air defense eadi-
ness, projected own losses) and based his final strike launch time choice

on that (those) considerations. "

There onas some evidence of a differential effectiveness of the aid
as a function of problem difficulty and experience of the user. d

The interview information also provided support fo , contentions fa- -

voing the value of the aid. While some reservations were expressed about

the form of certain output displays, most experienced participants indicated
that they would use such an aid in an actual ope ational situation--at least
as a supplement to other information on hand.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since 1074, the Office of Naval Research (ONR) has been investi-
gating aie feasibility of producing tactical level, computer based decision
aids for application in various operational situations. From the outset,
three important factors governed the progr r i's development. First,
the aids were intended to meet the needs of task force level decision makers

and planners--task force commanders and their staffs. Second, new meth-
odologies were emphasized which could handle the complexity inherent in
naval command and control and in tactical planning. Third, th.2 aids were
to be objectively tested and evaluated.

Objective, experimental testing and evaluation were emphasized
on at least three levels (Sinaiko, 1977). During the early stages, each
aid was to be tested by the persons responsible for the aid's design and

71 development in their own facilities. When an aid was considered suffi-
ciently ready, it was to be evaluated by an independent agency. Finally,
the appropriate naval user organization will test any aid being considered
for use in the Fleet.

Organization of Decision Aid Program

The essential structure of ONR's operational decision aid program
rests on the activities of a variety of university and industrial research
and devetopment organizations. The total program is monitored by ONR

through a steering committee. The various participating organizations are
primarily involved in the development of the aids although some have also
addressed specific problems that bear on the general nature and effective-
ness of such aids (e.g., Lucas and Ruff, 1977; Analytics, Inc., 1976; Brown,
1978).

The Department of Decision Sciences, Wharton School, Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania supplies computer and data management support

systems as well as facilities and apparatus for demonstrating and testing
the aids.

Applied Psychological Services is the organization selected to
evaluate the aids independently. The role of Applied Psychological Services
is to serve the function of a crucible--to test critically, rigorously, and j
fairly each of the decision aids and to report findings and recommendations
for improvement of the various aids. Such evaluations are to be conducted
within the context of the ONRODA scenario (Payne and Rowney, 1975; Row-
ney, 1975), and with naval personnel serving as test subjects.

am
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Aid 13valuationl

Blecaust, it seemiled inporant to pLace the present, evaluation program
Into the Context of a total decision alld developmental framework, a conceptionl
(P 'igure 1) of thle stops to be followed during the development, of such aids
was developed (Siegel und Madden, 1979). The figure is read from thus hot-

____tonli to top with thle colnsiderationis involved ini oneh stage entering from the
left of each bu.. and the rusults of eachi stage exiting to thle right. The num11-
ber(s) -above each Figure I box represenit Cr1iteria whlich may be applied '-
ter each developmental stage. These criteria are defined in Table 1. The
rounded boxes associated with each r'ectangular, stage box represenit descrip-
tors which may be applied as thle Criteria at thle Successive Stages are mect.IAccordingly, anl aid may be successively called "suitable," "testable," "rca-jSonaibic,' "11valid, 'effective, and '' usefuil.'' Note that, we are primarily con-
cornied Within the "spresent aid evaluation program with the upper right box--
"validition testing-eaxercise in lab exper-imenti and compare with intermlediate

Criterion.'

Within this context, thle workc possesses a number of cliavacteristiu.si

0 utse- of well -conitrolled, precise, 1mul1tiv'ariate meithlods

* programmatic approach

* fuill coor'dinlationl with ONV\

0 orientation towards possible Conditions of actual aid
use in the Navy

0coor-dination with aid developers but mainteniance of
4 evaluation integrity

*use of previous developed ONIRODA actilon scenarios
where possible

Purpose Of Present Work

The global purpose of the aid evalulationis is to answer foi- eacth aid
such questions its:

* Does it work-

* WhyV does it Work?

* hlow canl it be made to wor'k betteri

It is important to know not )ty that anl aid does or does not. possess
utility but also which of its charactui-stics conitribute to thle Utility. F~or'
example, anl aid might be usefuil bccatisv It, synthiesizes information from a :

2A
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Table I

Criteria for Evaluating the Utility of a Decision Aid

Criterion Definition

1. Internal consistency Extent to which the constructs of the aid
are marked by coherence and similarity of
treatment

2. Indifference to trivial Potential of tile aid to avoid major changes
aggregation in output when input groupings or conditions

undergo insignificant fluctuations

3. Correct prediction in the Extent of agreement (correctness of pre-
extreme (predictive or dictions) between the aid and actual perform- =

empirical validity) ance at very high/low values of conditions

4. Correct prediction in mid Like above for middle range values of
range (predictive or empirical conditions
validity)

5. Construct validity Theoretic adequacy of the aid's constructs

6. Content (variable parameter) Extent to which the aid's variables/para-
validity (Fidelity) meters match real life conditions

7. Realism or "face validity" Extent to which selected content matches =

each attribute included

8. Richness of output Number and type of output variables and
forms of presentation

9. Ease of use Extent to which an analyst can readily pre-
pare data for, apply, and extract understand-
able results from the aid

10. Cost of development Value of effort to conceive, develop, test,
document, and support

11. Transportability-generality Extent of applicability to different systems,
missions, and configurations

12. Cost of use Value of all effort involving use of aid in-
cluding data gathering, input, data pro-
cessing, and analysis of results

13. Internal validity Extent to which outputs are repealable when
inputs are unchanged

14. Event or time series validity Extent to which aid predicts event and event
patterns

i
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diversity of areas to give a planner new insights; or, an aid might signifi-
cantly reduce the amount of time and labor required to make a decision;
or, it might allow for a more careful analysis of a broad range of alter-
natives. Therefore, in attempting to examine the usefulness of any aid,
it is necessary to specify the factors out of which its utility may have been
derived and how they may interact.

Linked with usefulness is a concern fo:' the goals of an aid, their
relative importance, and how closely they were achieved. The goals are
objective expressions of what the aid should be, or do, or facilitate. There-
fore, an examination of low clearly the goals of an aid were achieved and
their relative importance should lead to a better understanding of what con-
tributes to the usefulness of an aid and poss-bly to how to improve it. - -

Other Evaluative Considerations

Other aspects of a decision aid which must be considered in any
thorough evaluation are of a less general nature than those already dis-
cussed. But, they make important contributions to the assessment of an
aid. These considerations relate very strongly to human factors consider-
ations and include three genieral groups:

(a) Nature of information

(1) Is sufficient information provided by the aid?

(2) Is the information provided pertinent? Accurate?
Timely? In thie required form?

(b) Method of output presentation

(1) Is the information presented in a manner which
is responsive to user requirements?

(2) Are the tables/graphs and other output format
easily comprehensible?

(3) Is an optimal amount of information presented
in each table/graph?

(c) User eas.

(1) is the aid relatively easy to use?

(2) Are the user commands to the computer system
arranged so as to minimize both effort and con-
fusion?

(3) Are the user oriented error messages under-

standable and informative? I
5 --
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The Strike Timing Decision Aid

This report presents the methods, procedures, and results of the

first in a series of decision aid evaluative studies. The report is concerned I

with an evaluation of Analytic's Strike Timing Decision Aid (ASTDA). The
ASTDA was designed as a tactical decision aiding system to be used by task
force level flight operations officers. Essentially, the ASTDA is based on
a mathematical engagement model which predicts the outcome of Blue (own)
air strikes launched against Orange (enemy) forces. The aid was developed =

by Analytics, Inc. , within the framewvork of the general ONRODA scenario

(Payne and Rowney, 1975).

ASTDA Characteristics

ASTDA was developed as a prototype of a class of aids which might i
support any decision regarding when to take an action when the action it-
self has already been determined. In its specific implementation, ASTDA I

is intended to supply flight operations officers with information concerning: [
(1) likely combat conditions (e.g., weather at target, numbe" and type of F_
Orange forces, etc.) at various future points in time, (2) pi obable outcomes
(e.g., number and kind of Blue forces lost, etc. ), and (3) expected utility
(the relative value of an air strike to Blue) of air strikes launched at vari-
ous future points in time.

Several other sets of information are also made available by the
ASTDA. Thes, allow the operations officer to examine more finely other
aspects of the outcomes of a projected air strike. One of these is losses
by mission segment. This informatior indicates the Blue losses from a
specific air strike as a function of air mission segment (take-off, ingress,
at-target, egress, and landing). The other is a sensitivity analysis which
allows an examination of the sensitivity of the expected utility to changes
in Blue or Orange forces.

All the information available from ASTDA can be presented in both
the tabular and the graphic forms. The information displays, c .- ept those
pertaining to weather conditions which are presented as probabilities, are __

presented as means and delta biased uncertainty bands. A delta biased un-
certainty band is a concept, developed by Analytics, which shows the two
standard deviation interval around the mean "whose midpoint has been moved U_
away from the 'mean' of the distribution by an amount given by the
parameter delta" (Glenn, 1978). The value of delta used is selected with
the purpose of correcting for skewness. Accordingly, a delta biased uncer-
tainty band never includes values that are not actually within the range of ___

the distribution.-

6
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ASTDA Information Base-

The-ASTDA- proesses relevantt inifo rmnation to valcu late a ir stike
-~result pred ictions--for varWous- strike launch times. This iniformat it on Vu d

normally -be- supplied by weather -officers, readiniess offiet s. intelligence
officers, -etc.

The ASTDA requires five categories of input (data base) informnation.
the -first three concern the strength and resources of the Blue and the Orange
forces, while the -last two-concern weather conditions. The information for
the -first three categories are entered as means and stanidard deilonls.-

-sASTDA converts thie standard deviatictis into delta biased unicertainty hands.
The information concerning the Weather is entered in terms of the probabil-
ity oflgood-visibility. Onice the Information is-entered, it Cani be called and
displayed inl eithcr the tabular or the graphic forms. The displays which are

= men -available are the Blue Force Availabilityv (1F'A), the Orange Air De-
fenses (OIRAD), the Orange Ground Defenses (ORGD), the Weather' at the
Targ-et (\VAT), and- the Weather at the Carrier (WVAC) as a function- of time.
'For the purposes of the present e-2valuation, the input information was Sup-
plied to the -subjects and _was preiniserted- into thre systemn.

Ini-the present work, the BFA displays lnidi-cated the relevant inforia- H
tion-for one type of -Blue fighiter-literceptor (thte BF180). and for two types

o-attack -bombe rs (the BB~s and the 13B3s). The UF A displays also included
inform ation on the desired number of Blue aircraft (DNB). The O1RAD dis-hplays contained the information concerning two types of Orange fightur-ititar-
ceptor (thie OFis, and the OF2s). The O1XGD displays included information
on two types of ground-defentse: ODI (surface-to-air missiles), and 01W
(anti-aircraft artillery), as well as the number ofOIs (passivegon
targets). The WVAT and WIAC displays indicated the probability of good vis-

ibiit atth tage ad at-the Carrier, respecti ely. Tit(, probability of good
visibility at. the tar-get was shown grphcal as a fucinoie at Ihe tar-
get while that for visibility -at the tarrier was plct'.,m as a function of the
-landing time;

ASTDA Output

ASTDA produces two primary types of user oriented information:
(1) projected outcome infor~mation, and (2) expected strike utility. A
stated- preiously, this iniformnation is pre-et -as a function of various
strike launch times and is made available in both the graphic and the tabu-
lar formats.

a. Outcomie. The information entered into ASTDA is used in
an enigagemient model which predicts the results of air
strikes launched at the various 6trike launch times. The
output of the engagement model is essentially a statement__

7 77



of the probable number and kind of lost or destroyed Blue
and Orange forces. The strike outcomes in the evaluation
were available in three displays: Blue Force Losses- (BFL).
Orange Air Losses (ORAL) and Orange Ground Losses (ORGL).
The likely number of lost BFls (fighter-interceptors), BBls
and BB2s (attack-bombers) across each prospective strike
launch time was presented in the BFL displays. The ORAL
displays indicated the number of OFIs and OF2s (fighter-
interceptors) likely to be destroyed at each prospective strike
launch tiuze. The ORGL displays contained tile number of
OD1 (surface-to-air missiles), OD2 (anti-aircraft-artillery),
and OTl (passive ground targets) which would probably be
destroyed at each of the strike launch times. The information
contained in each of these displays was given as both means
and delta biased uncertainty bands.

b. Expected Utility. In normal ASTDA employment, to deter-
mine the expected utilities of strikes launched at various
times, tle operations officer would first assign "subjective"
values to the loss and destruction of each unit type. Tile
value assigned to each unit would reflect the user's judg-
ments of importance of the unit to tile overall mission.
In the present evaluation, these judgments were assigned
independently of the subjects.

ASTDA computes the expected utility (EU) by taking the num-.
ber of units of each type (Blue and Orange) predicted by tile
engagement model to be lost or destroyed, multiplying each
by its assigned value, and summing across the units. The
resulting sum is tile expected utility and the higler the ex-
pected utility the better the relative outcome of the air strike
for Blue. The aid computes an expected utility independently
for each anticipated strike launch time. The calculated util-
ities are presented as a display in which utility is plotted as
a function of the strike launch time. Tile strike launch time
with the highest expected utility would therefore be considered
the best time to launch an air strike.

Other ASTDA features, of a less direct nature, were not included
in the present evaluation. These included tile analysis of the losses b, "mis-
sion segment and the sensitivity analytic features.

Specific Purposes of Present Study

The evaluation plan employed for tile ASTDA evaluation represents
a synthesis of an initial plan developed by Applied Psychological Services
and one proposed by Analytics, inc. To reach a consensus, a series of
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- -~~~~ meet 6ings as bheld -Repr esentatives- of Apple Ps olgalSives
-NAnalyti'c s., Inc *i th'o Department of DJecisidft-Sciences _of -the -TAVI ton-
= k colat the Ujniversit obf Pennsylvania, .tnd the OQN. p1 articipated-in

these_ meetins A -diaft of -the- -cns esus~ as -prepared (Siegeb 1978)
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aid submitttdto the otther codoelting-ageiicies. ThJialpieere
as'liereslt-f cmm~s b th oter rgaization.- on the dr--ft.i

concerning the effectiveniess -of-tte strike -timing decisian aid -under -labora-_
tory test. -The-five hypotheses -were:

Hpothesi 1. -effective -strike -timing decisions-can b

made using thid ASTDA than without-the-aid.

Hypothesis 2. Users will perceive the ad to-psesvle

Hypohesi 3.Effectiveness- anid perceived value w\%il not vary
S_-a -a=Kfu nctiorn-of- the -user s- operational experience

leVel- or problin difficulty.

HypothesisA.4 The, tie tiigdcsion-aid possesses- ciierio
- related validity.

iaypothesis-5. Decis-ion effectiveness -will vary s ysteniatically as-
the- characteristics of~ the- aid- are Var'ied.
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zII. METHODS AND PROCEDURES

A five by two by two factorial design formed the basis for the present
evaluation. The three independent variables were aid level, test problem
difficulty ("easy" or "hard"), and Navy operational experience of the sub-
jects ("minimum" or "considerable").

Each subject was presented with a series of scenario problems for
which he was required to rank order launch times for an air strike from
a carrier against the ONRODA island.

The main dependent variable was the launch time rankings of the
subjects. The choice behavior was compared with criteria data to examine
consistency with the expert Naval opinion and the best alternative indicated
by utility values as indicated by the aid. The details are described below.

Factors

The first evaluation design factor was concerned with the levels of
the decision aid. Five levels were investigated in an attempt to determine
the effects of parts of the aid (aid features) in isolation as compared with
the aid as a whole and with a no-aid (control) condition. The first level
was the full-aid condition in which all five input (BFR, ORAD, ORGD, WAT,
and WAC) and all four output displays (BFL, ORAL, ORGL, and EU) were
made available to the subject. The second level was a utility condition in
which the five input displays, (BFR, ORAD, ORGF, WAT, and WAC) and
only one output display (EU) were made available. The third level was the
outcome condition in which the five input (BFR, ORAD, ORGL, WAT, and
WAC) and three outcome displays (BFL, ORAL, and ORGL) but not EU were
available. The fourth was a no uncertainty bands condition in which the five
input (BFR, ORAD, ORGF, WAT, and WA) and four output (BFL, ORAL,
ORGL, and EU) displays were presented but only as means, i. e., the delta
biased uncertainty bands were deleted from the displays. The final level
was an unaided control condition in which the subjects received only the in-
put information (BFR, ORAD, ORGF, WAT, and WAC). This information
was made available only in the tabular form for the fifth condition to simu-
'ate what might currently be available in the fleet.

Hypothesis 1 was tested by comparing the adequacy of subjects'
strike launch time choices in the fully aided condition with the adequacy
of their choices in the unaided condition. The three intermediate aid
levels were included to test Hypothesis 5 and to isolate the contributions
of the outcomes, the utilities, and the uncertainty bands to the decisions
made in the full aid condition.
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The second factor, problem difficulty, was varied over two levels.
Each problem was classified as either "easy" or "hard." This served to
test partially Hypothesis 3. The method of classifying a problem as "easy"
or "hard" is discussed later in the section on "Problem Selection."

The final factor was included to allow at least partial test of Hypo-
thesis 3--effectiveness and perceived value of the ASTDA will not vary as
a function of the subjects' operational experience. To facilitate the testing
of this hypothesis subjects were sampled from two populations: those with
Naval flight oriented experience and those who have not had such experience.

Criterion Data

Within a test such as that described here, the criterion (standard
against which the merit of the aid may be judged) choice represents a partic-
ularly difficult problem. Any criterion must possess such attributes as re-
liability, analyzability, objectivity, quantifiability, and acceptability. The
first four of these criterion requisites are psychometric in nature and are
technically manageable. The last requisite, acceptability, refeis to the de-
gree that others will accept the criterion as an index of merit or, alterna-
tively, its relevance. Here value judgments come into play. At the extreme, - -

the merit of the aid during wartime use might be the only acceptable crite-
rion, Such a criterion is, of course, quite impractical. As one successively
backs off from this ultimate criterion, he becomes more and more involved
with intermediate criteria. Merit during a fleet exercise might represent on
intermediate criterion that is quite proximal to the ultimate.

When one is involved with a laboratory test, as in the present work,
the available criteria are more remote. Moreover, the conditions of a lab-
oratory test, no matter how realistically they may simulate actual conditions,
will only remotely resemble shipboard conditions and wartime stresses. The
reader may ask, "What confidence may we have in such intermediate criteria?"
The answer to this question seems to be that if the aid is shown to possess
merit relative to the intermediate criteria, it may possess merit relative to
more ultimate criteria. If the aid fails t o possess merit relative to interme-
diate criteria, it probably will not possess merit relative to an ultimate cri-
terion.

Two sets of standards or intermediate criteria were selected against
which the strike launch time decisions of the subjects were judged. The
first criterion ivas the launch time utility as predicted by the ASTDA. The
second criterion was the launch time preferences as judged by a panel of
experts. With these criterion data on hand, the agreement between the ex-
pert opinion and the utilities predicted by the aid could be examined and used
as a measure of aid validity (Hypothesis 4).
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Expert pinion Criterion

-The expert based- criterion data were obtained through the c -a--
tion ofthe ONR. Four Navalofficersa--two Captains, one Comrander, and
one Lieutenant Commander- -volunteered -to form a panel. The-pa,.el may
be considered to be "experts" in that all members were senior in rank-
sessed-onsiderable operational experience, and were familiar with -h,. -la-

'0 ture of the strike timing problem and the ONRODA scenario. The panel met
over a 1. 5 day period. At the outset, the panel was briefed on the purpuse
of the-aid evaluation, the ASTDA, the ONRODA scenario, assumed own and

Lenemy force strengths and fighting capabilities and characteristics, weather
conditions, and the problems inherent in selecting a launch time. Following
this, each member of the panel was asked to work independently through 24
scenario problems and to indicate, for each, a launch time ranking and the
difficulty of the problem.

After completing this independent work, the participants were asked
to assemble as a panel and each scenario problem was reviewed. In the
review, each participant indicated his launch time ranking, explained theV basis for his decisions, and how difficult it was to make the choice. If one
or more judges differed in the preferred launch time ranking for a given
scenario, the panel attempted to understand why the difference occured.
After thi discussion, the participants were given the option to change their

_launch time selections. This was done in an attempt to obtain convergence
and a codsensus as to the best launch time ranking for each problem. In
the case- of lack of full- convergence, the median launch time ranking of the

experts for each scenario problem was subsequently used-as the preferred -

launch time.

Aid.Generated Utility CriterionI

As- a part of it: internal logic, the ASTDA generates an expected
utility. The aid generated utility values were employed as the second cri-
terion in 6hb present work.

_0 Dependent Variables

As noted earlier, the primary dependent variable was the subjects'
choices of preferred air strike launch times. These were compared with
the criterion data.

TWO other dependent measures were obtained: (1) a statement of
the perceived difficulty of each-problem, arid (2) a statement of each subject's
confidence in the correctness of his launch time ranking for each problem.

Exhibit I summarizes the evaluation design. Exhibit II summarizes
the information made available in each of the five aid levels.
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Exhibit I

Summary of Evaluation Design

Background Difficulty Aid Levels
Full No No

A id Utility Outcome Uncertainty Aid

Experienced Eas n6 n=6 n 6 n 6 n=6
Hard

Inxein e as n 6 n 6 n 6 n 6 n 6
Inepeiened Hard

Exhibit 11

Information Made Available in Each Aid Level

Information Provided
Uncertainty

Level Input utility Outcome Bands

Full Aid V//

utility

Outcome '

No Uncertainty //

No Aid

14 F 2
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I Subjects

ISixty subjects participated in the study. ialf (30) of the subjects[ I possessed Naval flight oriented experience and half (30) possessed no such
experience. * The experienced subjects were recruited from a variety of
sources, including Naval Air Reserve units, the Naval Air Development
Cenier, and advertisements in local newspapers. Their Navy ranks-were:

-Ensign = 1. Lieutenant 12; Lieut-enant Command er =8, Comnmander =6;S VCaptain =1; Marine Corps Captain =1; and "unavailable" =1. ** The sample
possessed a mean of 9. 45 years in aviation, a mean of 29440 flight hours-, a
mean of 88 carrier landings, a mean of 10. 5 years in the Nav.Y, and amean

_ of 14 months of carrier duty.

The inexperienced subjects were exclusively midshipmen in the NROTC
program at the University of Pennsylvania.

Experienced smbjects, except officers on active duty, were paid
$30. 00, and inexper ienced subjects were paid $10. 00 for participatingf in

the study.

I Apparatus

The evaluation was conducted in th deIsinad clt established
Iby the ONR at the Department of Decision Sciences, Wharton School, Univ- I-

- sitv of Pennsylvania. The timing, presentation, and storage of experimental
events was controlled by a PDP-10 computer. The subjects could enter comn-

mans ito he ystm-hiogh a -aa Media tertninal and the rcSlItant dis-
plays were projected on two screens. Tabular displays were presented on

oneDat Meia cren ad te cb:-graphics, controlled by a Grinnell 1.31-
11 uticroprocesser, were shown on a parallel screen. Figure 2 presents

C t~he general equipment arrangemnent. As indicated in Figure 2, statinfo
system support personnel and the evaluation administrators wetre scparated
fronm the evaluation area. The evaluation conductors were able to oserve

theinfrmtion displayed for the sub jects and their activities by way of it
special monitor.

Subject Orientation and Training

To provide a full, but standardiZed, orientation to each subject, a
I set of video tapes was prepared. Each :subject, depending on the evaluation

*Alhough useful to strike planning, flight experience is not a critical pre-
requisite for strike planning.

U *I%%ere a subject was no !onger or, active duty, his rank on discharge is re-

ported.
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@ condition to which lie was assigned, was shown two tapes. One of tile i

tapes provided a general discussion of the factors that the AS'rTDA Coll- +

sidered to predict the outcome of air strikes, e. g., engagement charac-
teristics and probabilities. All subject.- viewed this tape. The use of
the other tapes was restricted--each was oriented for the subject, as-

a;toilics_; Isher w tw a e (li intuon rte-
1 sigled to a specific condition. II order to make the insh'uctions re-

ceived by each subject as standardized as possible, special care was +

aket with the construction of the tapes, The tape for h first cdi-
tion, the full-aid condition, was used as a master tape. Wherever pos-
sible, the tapes for the other coliditiolis were copies of the first except .

that, depending on the condition. certain scenes were edited out. For
ealple, tie scenes pertaining to the expected utility were deleted from

the tape used for the subjects in the outcomc condition level. Only rare-
ly did the editing prove to be untenable in which case appropriate sceues
were added.

Problem Selection

Analytics, Itc. developed the bank of 24 ASTDA orieted problems
which were evaluated by the experts. Eight of these problems were se -

coted for inclusion in the formal evaluation.

In order to satisfy the nceds of the design, problem scaling was
required along a difficulty continuum. The expert panel indicated that
scenarios were easier which contained large differences among the con-
sequences. Therefore, one basis for estimating the difficulty differences
between p.oblems was in terms of the spread of the possible outcomes a-
cross the strike times--the greater the spread of consequences the casier
the problem. The alternative, that close solutions might be easier because

a guess at a solution or tossing a coin to derive a solution would not cause
serious differential consequences was not considered by the panel--prob-
ably because serious questions are not answered in a trivial way.

The aid supplies a general measure of the consequeuees of launch- I
EE ing an air strike at any particular time as the expected utility. A state-

ment of the differences between the expected utilities across strike launch
times could accordingly be used as a gauge for specifying difficulty whicl
would appear to be congruent with the guidance of the expert panel. There-
fore, difficulty was relativelj specified by the standard deviation of the ex-
pected utilities across the strike times in each problem in the bank. Four -
problems were selected which had utility standard deviations ranging from L
2. 81 to 4, 06 ("lhard" group) and four were assigned to the "easy" group 4
which possessed standard deviations ranging from 7. 94 to 13. 85.

Exhibit Ill presents an example of one problem as it was presented
to the subjects,
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Exhibit III

Example of Strike Launch Time Problem

Strike Timing Problem 6

Your task is to select a strike launch time between 0600 and I1100 hours tomorrow for a cyclical strike against the
Orange Forces on Onroda Island.

Blue Force Readiness

Number Definitely Number In Repair Which Average Number Expected To Be Ready
unit Ready At Might Be Ready By At Each Time
Type 0800 1100 0600 0700 0800 0900 1000 1100

BFI 10 2 10.9 10.9 10.9 10.9 10.9 10.9

BBI 5 1 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.61

BB2 13 3 14.9 14.9 14.9 14.9 14.9 14.9

Orange Air Defenses

Unit Time of Encounter
Type 0600 0700 0800 0900 1000 11001

OFI 10.7( 7. 8, 13. 2) 9.8( 6.6, 13.0) 0.7( 5.4. 12.0) 8.0( 4.8, 11.2) 7.5( 4.5, 12.5) 7.3( 4.4, 10.2)

0F2 21.9(17. 3, 28.5) 19.7(13.7, 25.7) 17.8(11.7, 2.3.9) 16.4(10.6, 22.2) 15.4(10.0, 20.8) 14.6( 9.7, 19.5)

Orange Ground Forces

Unit Time of Encounter

Type 0700 08b0 0900 1000 1100 . 1200

001 8.4( 6.6, 10.2) 8.4( 6.6, 10.2) 8.4( 6.6. 10.2) 8.4( 6.6, 10:2) 8.4( 6.6, 10.2) 8.4( 6.6, 10.2)

002 10.7 ( 8.7. 12.7) 11.1( 9.1, 13.1) 11.5( 9.3, 13.7) 11.9( 9.7, 14.1) 12.2( 9.9, 15.5) 12.6(10.3. 14.9)

OTI 20.7 (17.3. 24. 1) 20.7(17.3, 24.1) 20.7(17.3. 24.1) 20. 7 (17.3, 24. 1) 20.7(17.3, 24. 1) 20. 7(17.3, 24.1)

Weather Conditions

Time For Weather Prediction

Location 0700 0800 0900 1000 1100 1200 1300 0

Target~Z .9 .7.8 81.8 7

Carrier .90 .87 .34 .81 .78 .75

R -~-=
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O~C6iig, AJ11Klut-S, and IMatiflj'

A speeial, coxputer routinie was deveLopmd that wtA8 called by- a
subject when hie was reAdy to Pecord his decision(s) for a problem. The
routilie queried the 8t bjeet Abut Mi8 Olivis by Iprojeotlig qketiolls onl
onie of the disla1y sets. Th'ie subjecst wvas vequired to rankl order six
potelntlal strike launch10 tiites fronm theq "best to "worst." T1he first vies-
tiont asked~ the stibject to indlicate (froil a ch~oice of six~) the. time hie thlought

-- best to alunch anl air 8tvike for the sceario involved in the pro1blm f
ter the qulestionl Ws displyed, (lhe system waited for, anl answer to be en-Itered. Onice the inlformlationl was enltered1 tile system asked for a seconld
best strike launchel time to be entered. After the strike timing deczisis
were collected, tile routine thlen sucssvlypesenlted three nuore ques-
tions. The first quest8ionl inquired into the suibjectls conifidence In his de-

J 01siols while thle other two were concerned with the mubjevt~s perceived
diffikculty inl reachlinig a decisioni for the problem. True first asked the sub-

jject to indicate hlis degree of conifidenice ikk his ranking along a five Cate-
Ugory 'confidenee sc ale wIMI was projected Onl onle of the- display scereenlsaI

Along with thle questions, 'rhe scal aged frontl I1 (niot at all conlfident)
thrlough ("b petl cnde T e :;ubject aiwvdby entering,
means of the keybozrd, the numbel appropeiate to his level of conlfidenlce. A

JThe first difficulty oriented Kuim(on asked the stibjek-t to ividicate
perceived problem~ difficuly on a five, point difficulty scale. The scaile

jranlged from "I" (niot kit All difficult) throuigh ",f" (vy difficult) anld againl
thle subject responded by typing in his jutdgmenit. rhe sekond peruoi'ed

v diffikulty oriented qulestionl (thirld quest 1ion) was Avstmrci ed by a muag nitude
estimlationl techniqule anld reqired the suibject to rate the iffcut of the
probtemf hus had just finished mn rel.- ion to a moduluis. Thie becowl praticeo
(8e, "Procedurve" section) proublem was8 used as thle mlodulus anld as'signled
anl arbitrary value of 100. It was expected that a socnario problem wIMh

I was perceived (") be twice as dxfficult as the moduilu8 wouldk be assignted a
B value od 2M) while one perc eived to be half as difficult would be assignevd a

value of 6 1. The: mubject indic-ated his rating by eniteritig through thie key-
board a represelitatiVe number inl responise to the routie's qulery.

* procedilre-Overview

Eiachi subject was class ified as eitherm "incuxperienceed" or "xet
enced" anid randomly assigned to one of thie five tkid levels.

M ~ ~ CTe sequence10 of presmntationl of the scenlario probemAs was r'Aln
*domited across sulbjects with thle limiitationl that nou two problems from

the same difficulty cAtegory c~ould be followed by a tilrd.

Two data collec~itisein, whichi lasted about thrleo hours each,
were required for eachi suibject. Thev time, was divided betweenl anl inlstruc
tionlal anld a testing phase. h instructial 1%'hase required about onie hiour.
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VDuring this time, two video tapes were shown and the subject used the aid
to solve two practice problems. The testing phase folowed. Following
problem completion an interview inquiry was completed.

Subject Training

Prior to actual practice using the aid, each subject viewed two
video tapes. The first tape was general and appropriate to all conditions.
The second video tape shown to each subject was the one which was spe-
cifically fitted to the aid condition to which the subject was assigned.

The first tape initially discussed the purposes of the testing, what
was expected of the subjects, the ONRODA scenario and the factors which
the ASTDA considers in evaluating the outcome of an air strike. The fac-
tors included survival pr1obabilities, engagement characteristics, and tac-
tical considerations. The survival probabilities discussed were: (1) Blue
aircraft survival probabilities against Orange air and ground forces in
one-on-one engagements, (2) the conditional probabilities of Blue bombers
evading Orange attack fighters during ingress and successfully returning
to the carrier, (3) Orange air and ground force survival probabilities a-
gainst Blue aircraft in one-oni-one engagements, (4) survival probabilities
for various numbers of Blue fighter/ interceptors against various numbers
of Orange attack fighters, and (5) survival probabilities for various num-
bers of Orange attack fighters against various numibers of Blue fighter/ in-
terceptors.

Other factors discussed in this tape concerned limitations on the
number of simultaneous attacks of each unit and the tactical assignment
of Blue units to various Orange ground targets. The survival probabil-
ities, engagement characteristics, and tactical assignment were discussed
for both "good" and "bad" weather contingencies.

One other factor which was described was the relative value to Blue

of each lost or destroyed unit. These values are- shown in Table 2 and were
used by the aid to calculate EU. They wore discussed to give the subject
some concept of the relative value weighting of various units. In ally op-
erational version of such an aid, the user would be able to insert his own
values for the various units, depending on the tactical situation, his own
experience, and other factors.

The second tape made available information that was appropriate
to each condition. The input information, BFA (Blue Force Availability),
ORAD (Orange Air Defense), ORGI (Orange Ground Forces), WAT (Weath-
er at Targot), and WAC (Weather at Carrier) were described and demon-
strated ('his information was coniiied to the tabular form for the nio-aid
condition). The output information was specific to conditions. For the
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full-aid condition, all the output information was described and demon-
strated: BFL (Blue Force Losses), ORAL (Orange Air Losses), O1GL
(Orange Ground Losses), and EU (Expected Utility). These were de-
scribed and illustrated both as means and delta biased uncertainty bands
in both the tabular and the graphic forms. In the expected utility condi-
tion, only the information pertinent to the EU and the related displays
was presented. Likewise, in the outcome condition, the BFL, the ORGL, [ I
and the ORAL display were described and illustrated. Of course, in theIC no aid condition the output information was not even mentioned. For the
no uncertainty bands condition, virtually the same information was dis.
cussed as for the full-aid condition except that no references were made
to the measures of uncertainty normally given by the aid. Normally, in
a tabular display, the ASTDA presents the mean and the delta biased un-
certainty for each strike lauach time, e.g. , in the BFL display, ,.nong
other things, data for the lort BFls at a particular launch time might be
presented as 5 (2, 7). The first number of the expression represents the

mean and the numbers in the parenthesis are the lower and upper bounds
of the delta biased uncertainty measure. In the no uncertainty condition,
the same data were displayed as 5 (0, 0). To explain this ambiguity the
relevant tape made a vague reference to a lack of variability. In the nor-
mal graphic presentations, the means were represented as points and the
uncertainty bands were represented as bars extending above and below
the points. Only the means (points) were shown and discussed in the no
uncertainty conditi'n.-0

Table 2

Equivalent Unit Value to Blue of the Destruction
of a Single Force Unit of Each Type

!
Unit Type Value

4 -

BF1 -6BBI '-3 N

BB2 -l1 z

C
OFI 1
OF2 4
OD1 1
oD2. 1
OT1 5

0
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Practice Session and Menus

After the two video tapes were viewed and questions about proce-
dure, if any, answered, the subjects worked through two practice scenar-
ios with the help of the evaluation administrator. The only difference be-
tween the practice scenario administration and the test scenarios--aside
from the participation of the administrator--was that in the practice ses-
sions the subjects were not required to make judgments of confidence and
difficulty. The practice sessions served to familiarize further the sub-
jects with the aid, the use of the equipment system, the various displays,
and their task during the formal data acquisition.

The evaluation administrator acted as the system operator for the
first practice problem. He demonstrated how to call displays by entering
thc appropriate commands. The commands were single, three to six let-
ter words and were organized into two lists or menus--an input and an
output menu. One list was available at a time and displayed at the bottom
of one display screen. At the beginning of each problem, the input menu
was available. It contained each command used to call up the input dis-
plays, i.e., BFA, ORAD, ORGF, WAT, and WAC. In addition, the list
contained four other commands. The first, a HELP command, produced
a list of all the available displays and the commands used to vall them.
The second, a DECIDE command, called the special routine which allowed
the subject to record his strike timing decision(s), and to record his es-
tilates of difficulty and of confidence. The third, a RUN command (not
available in the no-aid condition), removed the input list and produced the
output list. Finally, a RETURN command removed the output menu and
restored the input menu.

The output menrs' contents varied across conditions. The output
menu contained commands for all the output data in the full aid and the no
uncertainty conditions, i.e., BFL, ORAL, ORGL, and EU. In the outcome
condition, the n2nu did not contain the EU command -while in the expected
utility condition the menu did not contain the BFL, ORAL, and ORGL com-
mands.

After the first practice scenario was finished, the fact that the sub-
ject would normally be questioned at the end of each test problem on his
confidence and the perceived difficulty of the problem was explained. A
clear and concise description of the magnitude estimation technique was Za

given and the use of the second problem as a modulus was discussed. Any
questions were again answered in context. Then, the subject worked his
way through this second problem oil his own. The subject acted as the sys-
tem operator and entered the commands. After the subject entered his
strike timing dec-siomu, lie was asked whether lie had any additional pro-
cedura. quentions. Then, the formal data collection started.
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Data Collection

The subject then proceeded with the eight test problems in the pre-
determined randomi order. The sequence was initiated by the administra-
tor who called from the system one of five experimental versions of ASTDA.
The version called was appropriate to the evaluative condition. After the
subject started, he was left on his own. The administrator stationed him-]. self at the back of the partitioning screen where lie could unobtrusively ob-
serve the commands entered and displays called. The specialized testing
computer routine which was used to present the problems also created a
data file for each problem. The file stored timing factors, all the coti-
mands entered by the subject, the subject's strike timing rank order deci-
sions, and his confidence and difficulty judgments. The routine measured

$ and stored the time between a command aud when the tables and graphs Nxere
fully displayed and then measured the time to the next command. lu addition,
the sequetitial relationship of the commands \%as preserved. The routine al-
so asked the subject, at the end of each problem, if he wished to continue
with the next problem, A "yes" entry called the next problem. When all
eight problems were completed, the routine informed the subject that the
formal data collection was finished. The net result was that the subject
could work at his own pace \\ithout administrator intrusion from data col- Flection start to completion.

After Data Collection Interview

After each subject completed the eight problems, an interview was
administered. The interview, generally, attempted to obtain a qualitative K

evaluation of all aspects of tke aid including usefulness and workability.
The interview was semistructured in nature and inquired into three specif-ic topic areas. The first attempted to obtain the data required for an as-

sessment of the aid's utility. This assessment was implemented by a multi-
attribute utility analysis. The second part of the interview consisted of an
evaluation of the usefulness of the aid and its components. The final part
was directed toward an evaluation of the organization and content of the dis-
play and control systems.
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SI I. RESULTS

The analysis of the emergent data proceeded in an orderly manner.
First, a criterion (validity) analysis was completed. This analysis sought
to determine the degree of agreement between the two available criteria--

- expert panel judgments and expected utility as computed by the ASTDA.
Then, the differences between the various conditions were examined. Next
the data were examined for learning effects. In addition, a multiple corre-
lation and regression analysis was performed on the dependent variables

L relative to the information made available. Finally, the interview results
ME were examined.

Criterion Analysis

The criterion analysis sought to establish the relationship, if any,
between the two sets of criterion data. One set, the EU criteria data,

- represented the best predictions of the ASTDA while the second repre-
sented the pooled judgment of experienced naval operations personnel a-
bout the preferred launch time ranking.

Specifically, the expert panel provided, for each problem, the best
two and the worst two strike launch times from a choice of six potential
launch times. For each problem, the panelist's joint strike launch times
were ranked and paired with the ASTDA calculated expected utility. The

S-_assignment of utility to the experts' decisions is illustrated in Table 3 for
a typical problem. The top left part of Table 3 contains the six possible
strike launch times, 1200 to 1700 hours inclusive, while next to each is
the mean and the range of the expected utility calculated by the ASTDA for
each time.

i The bottom half of the table contains two sets of ranked times and
their utilities--on the left those of the ASTDA and on the right the utilitiesI for the panel judgments. The highest expected utility in the example is
43. 89 which is associated with a 1200 hours launch. The lowest utility oc-
curs for a 1400 hours launch and was assigned the sixth rank by the ASTDA.

Under the heading "Panel" in Table 3, the ranked judgments of the
panel appear along with the associated utility. The result was 32 paired
values (4 launch times pt. problem x 8 problems). The raw score inter-
correlation between the two arrays was. 91 (Figure 3 (A)). Because of
differences in the utility distributions within each problem, the data for
each problem were converted to normal deviates (z scores) and the cor-
relation coefficient was again calculated. The resultant correlation coef-
ficient was. 47 (Figure 3 (B)). These results indicate at least a moderate,
positive relationship between the two measures and support contentions
favoring the validity of the ASTDA.
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Table 3

Method of Comparing Utility of ASTDA and
DEpert Judgment Launch-Times for a Typical Problem

Launch Time Utility (ASTDA)-

Mean Rnez

1200 43. 89 ( 9.00, 69. 75) 1. 3794
1300 42.05 ( 6. 85, 68. 00) 1. 1478
1400 25. 16 (-25. 58, 61. 00) -0. 9786
1500 29. 68 (-26. 21, 64. 00) -0. 4096
1600 28. 84 (-29. 67, 65. 00) -0. 5153
1700 27. 98 (-32. 67, 65. 00) -0. 6236

Aid Panel

Rank Time Utility z Time Utilit z
BetTms1 1200 43.89 1.3794 1200 432-89 1.3794

2 1300 42.05 1.1478 1300 42.05 1.1478

5 1700 27. 98 -0. 623b 1600 28. 84 -0. 6236
WrtTms 6 1400 25. 16 -0. 9782 1700 27.98 -0. 9782
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The panel, for two problems, chose to launch early, preemptive
strikes on the basis of military judgment. This judgment encompassed 31
factors not considered by the aid. The decisions to launch preemptive

{ Istrikes were made regardless of other advantages or disadvantages, e.g.,
{ j the number of own (Blue) aircraft available, or the number and kind of

Orange air defenses. The critical conditions seem to have been a large
collection of parked Orange aircraft and intelligence information that an
attack was imminent. The panel thought a preemptive, early strike was
worth the additional loss of own men and equipment. However, the ASTDA
does not include such considerations within its logic. This limitation has
implications for aid design and is discussed later. Therefore, it cannot
differentially predict the utility of preemptive strikes. Moreover, for the
problems involved, the preemptive strike times we.e fortuitously undesir-
able as compared with the other times under consideration. For example,
for problem 4, the best time chosen by the panel was evaluated by the aid
to have a slightly negative value. In the other problem in which preenp-
tive strikes were decided on by the panel, problem 6, the panel's rankings
were virtually the opposite of those yielded by the aid.

Accordingly, the data sets for these two problems were eliminated
and the correlation coefficient was again computed employing the normal-
ized data. In Figure 3 (B), the circled points represent the eliminated
data. The resultant correlation coefficient was .67.

One may also argue that in actuality only one launch time is possible
for a given strike. By this argument, only the first choice becomes rele-

vant. Accordingly, only first choices were intercorrelated. The resulting
correlation coefficient was . 99 (N 3 ).

If the panel derived data are assumed to represent the criterion to
be predicted by the ASTDA, then these correlation coefficients represent
validity estimates for the aid itself, i. e., the relationship between the ex-
pert's judgments and the aid's prescriptions concerning the problems. The l
relationship appears positive and moderate in magnitude. This relation-
ship increased dramatically, when only problems which were solved by the
panel without preemptive strikes were considered and a further increase 1
was demonstrated when only first choices were considered.

Aid Conditions

Ranked Difference Scores

To analyze the differences among responses as a function of the
various aid conditions (see Exhibits I and II), two indexes were used. The
first index reflected the difference between the rankings produced by the
aid (utility rankings) and those assigned by the subjects for tht9 launch times
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associated with each problem. The second index represented a measure
of the difference between the panel's rankings of the launch times for each q
problem and the rankings of the individual subjects.

Exhibit IV illustrates the calculation of ranked difference scores.
In calculating these scores, only the ranks 1, 2, 5, and 6 were used be-

-2 cause of limits on the data obtained from the expert panel. in the Exhibit
IV example, the first ranked time by the aid was 1200 hours while the
subject ranked 1200 hours fifth, a difference of four. The four represents-A the first value of the ranked difference score. The aid ranked 1300 hours
as second best while the subject assigned 1300 hours to the first rank;
therefore, there was a difference value of one. This became the second
value to enter the ranked difference score. For the fifth ranked time,
there was a one rank difference between the aid and the subject. In the ee
sixth ranked time, there was a two rank difference. The numbers one and
two were entered into the ranked difference score for the third and fourth
values (fifth and sixth ranks) respectively. Summing across the four dif-
ference values gives the ranked difference sum (8) against the aid (expected

9 utility) criterion.

A parallel technique was employed to calculate ranked difference sums
using the panel judgments as the criterion. This is illustrated in the bottom
half of Exhibit IV where the sum of the difference scores for the subject on
the individual problem is six.

F-J
The ranked difference scores are an inverse measures of agreement

AS with lower ranked difference scores indicating better agreement. The scores,
as calculated, possess a range of zero to 16. A zero rank difference indicates
perfect agreement and a rank difference score of 16 indicates a ranking of
the launch times by the subject inversely to that of the criterion.

Variance Analysis of Difference Scores Using the Aid as the Criterion

The ranked difference scores based on the ASTDA's utility values
as the criterion were subjected to a two (problem difficulty) by five (aid
levels) by two (subject experience) analysis of variance. The results of
this analysis are presented in Table 4.

~ C The results of the variance analysis indicated statistically significant
variance due to the aid level and the problem difficulty main effects. The
aid level by problem difficulty interaction was also statistically significant.

The mean values for the various conditions are summarized below:

Aid Level Mean

Full Aid (Al) 2.20
Utility (A2) 2.95
Outcome (A3) 2.96
No Uncertainty (A4) 2.74
No Aid (A5) 6.60
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Exhibit IV

Example of Calculation of Ranked Difference Score

-I Rankings
Ranked Difference

1 2 3 4 5 6 Scre

Subject 1300 1600 1500 1400 1200 1700 ______ i
Aid (EU) 1200 1300 1700 1400

AI
Difference 4 1 1 2 Z 81

Experts 1300 1200 1600 1700

Difference 0 3 3 0 6
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_ Table 4

Var'-anco hellked DifferenceS br I'nb-e4 1C ______

1iankce ) e Sioros--EU Cite.ion

E Botweoml 2.137.50,i iI1"xparionce (E) 0.60 1 0.60 0.03

Aid Levels (A) 1198. 12 .1 299.53 15.76*

I' x A 49.49 . 12.37 0.65

1 V1or: Subjects within groups 950. .10 50 19.01

Difficulty (D) 85. 85 1 15. 85 6.62*

) x t 5.85 1 5.85 0.15
1) x A 133.49 ,t 33.37 2.57*
1) x E x A 13. 70 . 3.43 0.26

E 1rror: D x Subjects within groups 618. 23 50 12.96

*p •0.05

* T'uble 5

Variance Summary for the R1,ked I)ifference Scores--Panlel Criterion

S1Sum of Mean
Source Squae, df Sq •_

Betv- in 1907. 15

Uxpuriwwe (1 ) 21.67 1 2 1. 67 1. 11
Aid Levels (A) 159. 83 .1 39.96 2. 05**

Ui x A 141.28 ,i 3.57 0.18

Error: Subjects within groups 97-1.37 50 19.49

Difficulty (D) 0.07 1 0.07 0.01

D x E 0. 13 1 0. 1 0M01
1) x A 192.88 4 48. 2 4.67*
D x R. x A 27.78 4 3.95 0.67

Err'or. 1) x SubjocLs within gr'c ,pS 516. 13 50 0. 32
! *p =0. 0S

*jipt.roaches p 0.05
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Difficulty Mean

Hard 3.83
Easy 3.07

Experience

Operational Experience 3.46
No Operational Experience 3.53

The lowest mean score, 2. 20, was observed in the full aid condition

while slightly higher (poorer) ranked difference scores (2.95, 2.96, and 2.74)
resulted from the utility, the outcome, and the no uncertainty conditions,
respectively. The highest, most deviant difference score, 6.60, was ob-
served in the no aid control condition. A Newman-Keuls a posteriori com-
parison of the means using the Studentized range statistic indicated no sta-
tistically significant differences among the first four conditions but that the
no aid condition differed significantly from the others.

In addition to aid levels, the difficulty of the scenario problems also
produced systemati( variance differences in the ranked difference scores.
Difference scores tended to be higher (poorer) when working with the hard
scenario problems. The effect of difficulty also significantly interacted with
aid levels. In Figure 4, within aid levels, the mean ranked difference scores
for th-a hard scenario problems are consistently higher than those for the easy
problems across the first four aid levels. In the fifth aid level, the no aid
level, tl. s relationship is reversed. A comparison of the means through the
Newman-Keuls test indicated no statistically significant differences across
aid levels for the hard problems. However, for the easy problems, the mean
ranked difference scores from condition A5, the no aid condition, differed
significantly from the means of all the other conditions except the utility con-
dition.

A comparison by aid levels across difficulty levels did not indicate
any systematic differences.

It appears that, in terms of the ranked difference scores here involved,
there was little consistent tendency for the subjects to rank order the launch
times different in any condi.on in which all, or parts, of the output displays
(BFL, ORAL, ORGL, and EU) were available. That is, not having the outcome
displays, or the utility display, o- the uncertainty bands did not significantly
affect the variance across ranks. Only when the subjects were not given any
output information in condition AS was there a.,y appreciable effect on their
choices. It is possible that the information contained in the various displays
is positively correlated. Accordingly, increased information voluime may
have contributed little.
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The distribution of times was also affected by problem difficulty;
hard problems led to a wider divergence from the criterion while easy
problems produced rnnkings closer to those of the criterion. However,
the difficulty by aid level interaction data suggest that most of the dif-
ferences associated with difficulty were produced by the no aid condition.

Variance Analysis of Difference Scores U,ing the Panel's Judgments as
the Criterion

The ranked difference scores were also analyzed with the expert's
judgments forming the criterion. The only statistically significant variance
was attributable to the aid level by difficulty interaction. Generally, the
difference scores produced by this analysis tcnded to be higher than those
calculated on the basis of the aid produced expected utility criterion. The
mean ranked difference score across all conditions was 3. 45 for the ex-
pected utility but it was 6. 08 when calculated against the expert's judgments.
Part of this difference might be due to the inclusion in the analyses of those
probl,!ms for which the ex,-erts chose to launch preemptive strikes. In
addition, both of these preemptive problems were classified as easy. This
would tend to inflate the ranked difference scores for the easy problems.
A summary of a variance analysis of these data is presented as Table 5.
Within the analysis of variance, there were few systematic differences across
or within conditions. There was a tendency toward significant effects across
the aid levels. The variance due to experience or problem difficulty was not
statistically significant.

The mean ranked difference scores for each condition were:

Aid Level Mean

Full Aid (Al) 5.40
Utility (A2) 5.40
Outcome (A3) G. 31
No Uncertainty (A4) 6.72
No Aid (A) 6.58
Difficult

Ilard 6.09
Easy 6.07

b .perience

Operational Experience 6.47
No Operational E xperience 6. 29

A comparison of the aided conditions with the no aid condition seems
to suggest that in the full aid condition the subjects tended to have lower -

(better) scores than in the no aid condition. The utility condition (A2) yielded

scores more like the full aid (A1) and the no uncertainty condition (A) pro-
duced scores more like the no aid condition.i 34
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I
The subjects tended to produee better (lower) rank difference scores

in the full aid and the utility conditions than for the other aid levels involved.LI
The statistically significant interaction effect is plotted in P'igure 5.

Regret

a 'rhie prior analyses depended oil tile sensitivity of the ,'anked differ-
ence scores to the various evaluation conditions. It is possible that scoring
on the basis of launch time rankings may have obscured real differences be-
tween strike times and not accurately weighed the consequences of differences

WE among the rankings. Consider the case in which the best strike lime has a
utility of 50 and the second best time has a utility of 49. Ranked that way by

Sthe subject and the criteria, the result is a ;ero ranked difference score.
If the subject reversed the times so that he assigned a rank of one to the z

time with a utility of 49 and a two to the time with a utility of 50, then a on'?
would be generated as the ranked difference score. 3ut is a difference of
one in utility units equivalent to a rank difference of one? If the second best
time according to the aid had a utility of 40, would such a difference represent

5 an important difference? If a subject ranked as best the time with the 40
utility and as second best the time with the 50, should this inversion be given

- the same weight as the difference between 49 and 50?

It seemed possible that a 'regrel analysis" would allow for a mi'ore
sensitive evaluation of the differences between utilities. The regret score
is defined as the difference between the utility associated with flhe time
specified by the aid and the utility associated with the time chosen by tlhe
subjects. If the best time predicted by the aid had a utility of 50 and the
best time choseni by a subject had a utility of 45, thei tihe differvence bet weemi

- these utilities, 5, represents the regret score. Iegvel scores \ er'e calhtc-
lated inl ot'der to assess differences in utililv \alue between times Indicated
by the aid and those chosen by the subjects. The regret scores were only'
calculated for the best launch time because it \\as thought that second or
third best times represented academic issues of minimumi consequence to

the Operational situation.

Variance Analysis of Regret Scores

i The regret scores for tle expected ultility criterion wer, subjected
to a twu by five by two variance anatysis. The differences between pre-
dictions made by the aid and the subjects choice times were first examined.
The analysis indicated significant systllla ic variance across aid levels.

difficulty levels, and their interactions. These differences parallel those
which resulted from the analysis of the ranked difference scores. il ad-
ditiol ltere was also a tendency toward sigificanlt di'fl eees across
experience levels (operationally experienced;operationally inexpc rienced).
The summarv of this variallce analysis is preseted as Table 6.
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Table 6

Variance Summary for the Regret Scores--EU Criterion 2

Sum of Mean -Source Squares df Square F :

Between 4718.67

Experience (E) 40. 84 1 40. 84 2. 67*
Aid Levels (A) 1620.11 4 405.03 26..48**
ExA 70.69 4 17.67 1.16

Error: Subjects within groups 764.92 50 15.30

Difficulty (D) 360. 45 1 360.45 20.98**

D xE 5.00 1 5.0 0.29
x 962.46 4 240.61 14.01**SDx Ex A 35.35 4 8.84 0.51

Error: D x Subjects within groups 858.67 50 17.17

*tendency toward significance, p ± 0. 10910p 0.05

=77° I3
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Thle mean regret scores for tihe various conditions were:

. Aid Level Mean

Full Aid (AI1) 0.51
Utility (A2) 1.58

~Outcome WA) 1. 09
No Uncertainty (A4Q 0.97

No Aid (A5} 5.57

~Difficulty

Hard 1.07 :

Experience--

Operational Experience 1.64
No Operational Experience 2.23 =

~Tile scores from tihe first four" aid levels tended to be rather similar

~with the lowest (best) score, 0. 51, resulting from tile full aid condition and
I tie highest (worst) score, 1. 58, resulting from tihe utility condition. Tihe

mean regret score for teie no aid condition (5.57) was considerably higher
(worse) than that fo L the remainin levels. A Newman-Keuls test indicated

that tie mean regret score for the no aid condition varied significantly from
tie restU while no statistically significant differences occurred among tie
means of the other conditions.

~The operationally experienced group's mean regret score was I. 64.
This value was substantialty lower (better) than t0e inexperienced group's

i mean regret score of 2. 23. Tile mean difference represents a tendency

0 towards statistical significance.
Tile difficulty of the scenario problems also affected tie regret scores.

~When tile problems were hard, the regret scores were fairly low with a meanof 1.07 and when they were easy te scores were significantly higher 1.7a
mean of 2.81.

i ~ In addition to tihe significant main effects, tihe first order interaction

was statistically significant. The interaction effect is shown in Figure 6

i which also indicates that some form of aiding decreased regret scores con-siderably--especially for easy problems.
The es and the hard problems produced significant differential ef-

fects with th le aid levels. An examination of the means indicated that in
the full aid, tie outcome, and tie no uncertainty conditions. he regret
scores varied little across difficulty levels. oowever, in tie other two con-

wditions, utility and no aid, there were noticeable inCa-asets in the gC

scores of th e easy problems as compared ition va problems. f
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Newman-Keuls analysis indicated no systematic mean differences among
hard problems across aid levels. On the other hand, for the easy problems )
the mean regret scores from the no aid condition (A5) was significantly
higher than the others. A comparison across difficulty within each aid level
indicated that the only statistically significant difference was in the no aid
condition.

These effects of difficulty seem to be reversed from the trend for
the ranked difference scores. Difficulty decre-.sed the regret scores for
the hard problems and increased it for the easy problems, while the op-
posite effect was noted for the ranked difference scores. This seeming
contradiction may be resolved by comparing the aid level by difficulty in-
teraction data. The aposteriori comparison of means indicated that the
only significant effect of difficulty for both the regret scores and the ranked 3
difference scores was due to the no aid, easy problem condition. Accordingly,
we believe the seeming reversal to be due to the no aid condition. As such,
the difference is arlifactual or not of immediate interest to an evaluation of
the ASTDA.

Learning 32

It is possible that as a subject worked his way through the problems,
he may have learned some important aspect about the use of the aid, the
variables involved, and the context. Such learning might be expressed as
an increasing approximation to the predictions of the aid.

To evaluate this possibility, the successive ordering of problems
for each subject was recovered and the problem set was divided into halves.
The early half consisted of the first four problems the subject completed
and the late half consisted of the last four. The performance measures
used to evaluate learning effects were the ranked differences scores from
the aid and from the experts. A separate analysis of variance was com-

pleted for each set of criterion data.

Results

A summary of the variance analysis for learning effects employing
the aid computed utility values as the criterion is presented as Table 7
and a parallel summary employing the panel's judgments as the criterion
is presented as Table 8. The analysis employing the expert judgment cri-
terion failed to indicate any statistically significant differences. The anal-
ysis employing the aid calculated utility criterion indicated a statistically
significant main effect due to aid levels and a tendenc) towards a signifi-
cant three way interaction. The main effect result is nat pertinent to the
learning question. The interaction data are presented in Figure 7. Scores
tended to decrease (improve) in two conditions for the experienced subjects
and in three conditions for the inexperienced. Also, the magnitude of the
variance within aid levels was much more pronounced for the inexperienced
subjects. !
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Table 7

Variance Summary for the Learning Data--EU Criterion

Sum of Mean

Source Squares df Square F

Betwveen 3010. 94

Experience (E) 2. 00 1 2.00 0.10

Aid Levels (A) 1054.04 4 263.51 13. 37**

x A 59.42 4 14.86 0.75

Error: Subjects within groups 985. 10 50 19. 70

Learning (L) 5. 42 1 5, 42 0.40I

L: 8.27 1 8.27 0.61
Lx.A 99.01 4 24.75 1.83
L xEx A 122.1584 4 30.54 2.26*

41 Er: x Subjects withinl groups 967.52 50 13.51

*=0. 1

p0. 05 (difference not relevant to question of learning)

Table 8

Variance Sunmmary for the Learning Data-Panel Criterion

=CSum of Mean

Source Squares df Squar.' 1'

Between 2544. 46

Espcrience (E) 1. 32 1 1. 32 0.08

OAid Levels (A) 83. 32 4 20. 83 1. 24

E xA 59.43 4 14.86 0.88

Error: Subjects within groups 839. 50 50 1 6. 79

oLearning (L) 5.37 1 5.37 0.19

L xE 7.82 1 7.82 0.28
L x A 53.37 4 13.34 0.48

L x E xA 107.29 4 26.82 0.97

~ioL: S&.)jects withingroups 1387. 03 50 27.74
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Given the design of the aid and tile kinds of information it supplies,
there was little to learn about the use of the aid or interpretation of its
output. There may have been an increase in c, nfidence in the ai"s as-
sessments with time. However, this is not the factor of interest here.
Tie resuits suggest that there was little difference in the scores across
successive (early versus late) problems.

Policy Capturing

For each of eight proble:s, ea,:t sabject was required to decide
on the ranking of six possible launch times. To derive his decision, tLie
subject had two sources of information available. "Objective" information

C was supplied by the aid. (Although objectivity does not necessarily imply
factualitv ot accuracy.) The subject also relied on his personal intuitionwhich n'ight be called his cognitive-operational-emotive perception, strat-

4 egies, or schemes.

I VWe are concerned here only with the objective information because I
of our emphasis on evaluati-ig the aid itself. An understanding of wha; aid
produced information the subjects emphasized and what weight they attached
to it would provide insight into the~ir decision process. Such information
might also provide insight into design requirements for such aids.

I The relationship between the subjects' choice of strike launch times
and the objective information available was analyzed. This analysis was
performed by use of the multiple regression technique. Such an approach
has been termed "policy capturing" by others because it essentially re- i

"zj veals the policy follox% d by the subjects in deriving their decisions (Chri.,-tal,~1968).

One dependent and eleven independent variables were included in the
analysis. The values of the dependent variable were the rankings of the
best two and the poorest two launch times. The values assigned to the in-
dependent variables each represented a value derived from the various
displays: the BFA, ORAD, WAT, \VAC, BFL, ORAL, and EU displays.
The information fror, tihe othler two displays, tile OINCGF and ORGL was
separated into four st-ts of data: the Orange ground defenses (ORGD), the
Orange ground targets (ORGT), the Orange ground defense losses (O, G LI,
and the Orange .argets destroyed (OTD). The assignment of values to the
dependent and independent variables is illustrated in Table 9 for a hypothetical
subject. The two best and the two poorest times are listed on the left of the I A
table. Instead of using the limes as the values of the dependent variable,
rankings were consistently assigned. A "'" was assigned the first choice

and a ""i was assigned to the poorest time.
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* Corresponding to a particular time chio.en by the hlypothletiual

subject, thle values of thu le "ven independent Variables are givenl. These
represent the data available to tire subject vis-ai-vis each time. Whenl
(lhe displays did not. supply a single r'eforenice number for a particulZar
time, as was thle case for (lie OliG1T. WAT, W\AC, and IEU displays, tile
81um1 of tile diffe'rent unit types was8 used as tile appropriate value of th
dependent variable, e.g. , tile B31A valte of' 30. 9 for, 1700, in Table 9, is
thle sum of the number o 01' ~ s, 13131is, and 13132.9 (various aircraft types)
availab~le at that particular Ltme. A positive relationship existed ror' tnost,
independent variables betweenl tile puecived goodness and the value of the
independent. var'iables. Fior exaimple, ais the number of blue aircraft avail-
able (BW1A) increased, the per-ceived goodncss to blue similarly increased.

~ * However, for the OiRAD, 01101, and 13I, displays, tile 1-Overse was true.
Accordingly, the reciprocads o1' thle Value rt-r each 01' these inidependenC~t var-
iaibles was entered into tile analysis.

A separate muiltiplo regressioni analysis wa-s conducted for, various
Conditios, i. e. , by experience of subject, problem difficulty, aid levels,

CV a n d comblr,-tions. Ani overall anailysis, with data collapsed across all
coniditions, was also eomp1) Acd. E~ucth analysis was stop wise, Cut off cr1-
tunia of Iv 2. 00 and a tolerance of 0. 1 were established.

Overall Analysis

Inteoenlrgeso nlsstedt wvere collapsed across aid,M ~difficulty. and ba,-Akground levels. 'l'he results8 are presented in 'rable 10.
The".roord er correlation mnatrix fot' each mul11tiple regression analysis

is fui nteApni oCI eot)

Thefirt fur arible cu~ord ito heequation represented SDA
j iput display information and tile next thr'oeI( represented output display inl-

formation. The first variabke to enter thle equation, the \VAT, yielded anl
Ri of . 52 and accounted t 27 percent of thle total var'iance or about 70 per-
cenit of 0,") pr'edictable variance. Bach of tile other var'iables, as they Wvere

enee, aconedfr asur amountL of varianice. Tho range for thle site-
cossive variables Was froml abouit 41 percent of total var'atice for, thle Oh'AI4 r'ecipr'ocal to less thanl . 5 percent for the 11PA. Overall, the multiple cor'-
r'elation hetween the decisions of tile subjects and thle var'iables entered
into tle equation was . 61, accouniting for' 38 percent. of the total variance.X
Onec may possibly assume that the r'emaining vaiance canl be accounted for
in some part by the ontvepraialmtveexper'ience of the sub-

0 jects. Gener'ally, the weights and ordec of entry of var'iables into thle
oqutitiori seem to be reoasonable. Testrongest influence onl Choice was tp-
parentfly exerted by thle WAT and the QuAD. Other variables tended to in-
fluence thle dependent var'iable very litle. Note also that thle first four vari-

ables to enter were based onl enemy posturef conditions r'ather than onl the

fr'iendly (blue) situation.Ii
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Wi N
Experience

A separate regression analysis was completed in which the ex-
perience of the subjects was fractionated. The resultant data are pre-

sented in Table 11. Background did not seem to produce any important
observable differences either between groups or as compared to the data
from the overali analysis. The ils, R2-s, R2 changes, 13 weights, and
constants were remarkably similar. The variables and their order of Ca-
try from the separate experienced and inexperienced groups were similar
to those from the overall analysis. A comparison of the results for the ex-
perienced and the inexperienced groups indicates only minor differences in
the order in which the variables entered the equations. The variance anal-
ysis also failed to indicate consistent differences across experience levels.
It seems that, at least for the conditions of the present evaluation, operational
experience was not a substantial influence on either accuracy or on the de-
cision making policy.

Difficulty

The data were separated by problem difficulty assignment and sire- {
ilarly analyzed. The analysis of the hard problems (Table 12) indicated

[V that the first two variables to enter the equation were the BFL reciprocal
and the EU. This was the first regression analysis in which the variables
derived from ASTDA output information entered early and the first time
that EU entered the equation at all. In the analysis of the data from the easy
problems, the ordering of the variables was similar (but not congruent) with

that observed in the overall analysis. That is, the first two variables en-
tered (the WAT and the ORGD reciprical) were from ASTDA input displays.

There were also substantial differences in the amount of variance
accounted for between the easy and the hard problems. In all, five variables

were entered into the multiple regression equation for the hard problems and -

a multiple 1 of .62 accounting for 30 percent of !-a variance was produced.
However, the multiple R for the easy problems was higher, (. 75) and ac- 14
counted for 57 percent of the total variance.

This seems to suggest that differences existed in the human informa-
tion processing for the easy and the hard problems and in the consistency
with which the information was used. On the one hand, for the hard prob-
lems, the data suggest that the subjects tended to make choices in line with
specific sources of output information--the BPrL reciprocal and the E'-U--
which together accounted for 28 percent of the variance. Then, they ap-
parently qualified their choices by considering specific input information
supplied by the ORIGD, ORGT, WAT, and WAC displays. On the other hand,
when working with easy problems, the major correlates of the decisions
seem to have been input information from ihe \VAT and the ORGD, which to-
gether accounted for 52 percent of the total variance. The decisions appear
to be fturther qualified by considering other sources of both input and output
information: the ORGT, WAC, BFI,, ORGI,, and ORAL.
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l~esuts or Table 10
Reslt of overall Regression Analysis

Order of Variable Multiple R2  B A
Entring Eqaion R R2 Change Weight Constant

mWATr .5185 .2688 .2688 2.00
ORADR* . 5548 .30"78 . 0389 7.25
ORGT .5639 23180 .0101 -0.03
ORGDR* . 5722 . 3274 . 0094 -33. 97'UBFLH* .5908 .3490 .0217 17.73
ORTt. .6070 .3684 .0194 0.18IiORGL .6101 .3723 .0038 -1.50
BFA .6131 .3759 .0037 -0.04

-1.10
*Variables entered as reciprocals; H reciprocal

I Table 11

Results of Regession Analysis by Background

Experienced

Order of Variable Multiple 13 A
iEntering Equation H H2  Change Weight Constant

MA
WAT .5138 .2640 .2640 1.70
ORADH* .51108 .3034 .0394 6.14
ORGT 65636 .3177 .0143 -0.03
ORGDWI* . 5705 . 3255 . 0077 -34. 30 1
B1FLR%* . 5910 .3493 .0238 18.00
ORTL .6073 .3688 .0195 0. 21

ORO 1 .6112 .3736 .0048 -1.61
13FA 6133 .3751 .002-.62

Q Inexperienced

\VAT .5233 .2738 .2738 2.30
ORADR* .5589 .3147 W0386 8.40

-. ORGDR* .5670 . 3215 . 0090 -33. 70
BFLR* .5862 .3437 .0022 17.49
ORGL .6029 .3636 .0199 0.15

__ORTL .6079 .3695 .0059 -1.41
()RGT .6100 .3721 .0026 -0.02

BF'A .6142 .3773 .0051 0.05
I -J.46

CWariables mntered as reciprocals., H reciprocal
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rable 12

IResults of Regression Analysis by Problem Difficulty

j Hard Problems

Order of Variable Multiple itB A
Entering Equation R R2 ChangC Weight Constant

13 R.4426 . 1959 .1959 28. 75
E U .5303 .2812 .0853 0, 10
ORGDR* .5537 .3066 .0253 -74.53
ORGTr .6060 . 3608 . 0542 -0. 12
WAT .6162 .3798 .0190 -5.63
WAC .6174 .3812 .0015 1.56

5.82

EasyProblems

IWATr G67M .4521 .4521 5.63
ORGDR* .722 9 .5226 .0706 -25.701
BFLR* .7410 .5492 .0265 6.77
ORGT .7450 .5551 .0059 0.04
ORGL .7494 .5616 .0065 -2. 34

-- WAC .7510 .5641 .0025 1. 35
ORAL .7521 .5657 .0016 0.07

-3.43

*Variables entered as r'eciprocals; B reciprocal
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Il lr Aid Levels

Table 13 summarizes the regression analyses completed in regard
_to aid levels. There was a sharp dichotomy between aided conditions (in

- !which all or part of the output displays were available) and the no aid con-
dition. In the no aid condition, only minimal variance (R -. 37; variance
accounted for . 13 percent) was accounted for by the multiple regression

-- equation. This seems to suggest little consistency among these subjects
in how they solved the problems producing a distribution of choices that

I was almost uncorrelated with any of the independent variables included in
this analysis.

This was not the case for the aided cc'-Altions where the variance
accounted for was much higher. The variance accounted for was highest
in the full aid conditions in which 54 percent of the total variance was iden-
tified. Lower amounts of variance were accounted for in the utility, out-
come, and no uncertainty conditions, (46, 44, and 46 percent respectively).
Consistently, the first two variables entering the equation were the WAT and
the ORAD. These two variables, together, accounted for between 76 and 82
percent of the total variance that was accounted for.

Other regression analyses were completed on the data. These anal-
yses involved aid by background, aid by difficulty, background by difficulty,
and aid by background by difficulty. The results produced multiple regres-
sion equations which were very similar to those reported.

Discussion of Regression Analyses

By and large, the most powerful single correlate of choice was the
weather at the target followed by information about the enemy air defenses.
This generalization is mitigated when the effects of difficulty are considered.

~For hard problems own losses and expected utility were strongly related to

choice. Hence, difficulty level seems to act as a moderating variable on• decision policy.

C, It seems that two fairly distinct sets of information were used whensolving easy as compared with hard problems. Emphasis in solving easy

problems was based primarily on input information. For hard problems,
output information played a somewhat greater role. The result was some-
what variant regression solutions for the two problem types.

Hence, the aid configuration which is best for one problem difficulty

Ilevel may not be best for another difficulty level. The analyses of the aid
levels indicated differences between aided conditions and no aid conditions.
There were differences among the variables entering the equation and in
the variance accounted for. The two variables which were most highly
correlated with the decisions, WAT and ORAD, were available in all

I
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Table 13
Results of Regression Analyses for Viarious Aid Conditions

Full -Aid
Order of Variable Multiple R2 BAEntering Equation 1 R2  Cag egt Cntn

I WATR .6094 .3714 .3714 1.34
- I OR ADR T6 1 4 4 .0527 7.82ORGT.6677 .4458 .0217 -04

ORGR* .6752 .4559 .0101 -43.05BFLR* .7058 .4982 02 38FA.7278 .5296 .0314 0.06ORGL .7316 .5351 .0056 -18ORL.7343 .5391 .0039 0.18

-1. 19

Utilities

WRAT552 .3052 .3052 1.16ORADR . 6045 . 3654 . 0602 -. 3OROL.6244 .3899 .0245 -42ORGT .6331 .4043 .0110 -0.03
WACDR .6372 .4060 .0051 -1.08

ORGDR* .6403 .4100 .00 -46EU.6565 .4310 .0209 00BR*.6809 .4636 .0326 13.64

2.81

Outcome

WATWRATR .5755 .3313 .3313 0.98ORD*.6016 .3620 .0307 -10.28
ORGR* .6142 .3773 .0153 -37.83I3L4.6321 .3996 .0223 18.32ORTL .6645 .4416 .0421 0.36

0.19
No Uncertainty

WAT .5677 .3223 .3223 1.15OR ADR* .5874 .345 1 .0228 -7,ORGDR* .5999 . 3599 . 0148 -43.BFLR- .6243 . 3898 . 0298 1.8ORTL.6687 .4471 .0573 04ORG . 6745 . 4547 . 0076 -. 0WC.6778 .4593 .0045 -1.36-

1.29 1 _
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Table 13 (cont.)

$ No Aid

Order of Variable Multiple RB A
Entering- Equation R -R Change Weight Constant

WAC .2891 .0835 .0835 2.14*BFLR* .3294 .1085 .0249 8. 18
ORGDR* .3584 .1284 .0199 -11.46
ORGL ..3658 .1338 .0054 -1.11

0.29

*Variables entered as reciprocals; R reciprocal
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conditions. That WAT and ORAD were not used consistently in the no aid hi ~ ~condition might be understood on the basis that the subjects in the no aid i1
condition did not have the parts of the aid that served feedback functions.

Parhaps, WAT and ORAD exerted their influence in the aided conditions
because when output information was available the effects of these vari-
ables could be clearly understood. That is, the output may have served a
feedback function, sensitizing subjects to the effects of the input information.
Sensitive to these effects, the subjects may have placed their emphasis on
WAT and ORAD. The lack of the feedback mechanism in the no aid condi-
tion may have served to prohibit the subjects from being sensitive to the vari-
ables. The subjects may have assessed the situation by some subjective
criterion resulting in distributions of choices which were not strongly cor-
related with any of the independent variables included in the regression
analyses.

I
The concept of the aid as a feedback mechanism may also account

for the greater variance accounted for in the full aid condition as compared
with the partially aided conditions. The three types of information avail-
able (the outcomes, expected utilities, and statements of variability in the
predictions) may have complemented one another producing more sensitive I
feedback functions and hypotheses than occurred with less complete com-
binations of information. Again, this may have enhanced the tendency to
correlate choices with certain specific classes of information, either WAT
and ORAD, or BFL and EU, depending on the nature of the problem.

Examination of Merit

The merit of the ASTDA may be specified as an estimate of de- "
cision quality when the full aid was used as compared with the decision
quality in the no aid condition. Decision quality may be defined as the re-
lationship between decisions made by the evaluation subjects and those
made by the expert panel in each condition. Specifically, the correlation
(and the variance accounted for) between the experts' judgments and the
subjects' choices in the fully aided condition versus the no aid condition
may be employed to yield a measure of merit for the ASTDA.

To this end, a number of product moment correlation coefficients
were calculated. These were based on the utility value associated with
the best launch time for each problem specified by the experts and that
chosen by the subjects. The resultant correlation coefficients are shown
beloiv:
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All Problems

Full Aid No Aid
r .39 .27

Without Preemptive Problems

r .87 .33
Mean .71 .30

All data were normali.ed prior to calculating the correlation coef-
* ficients and the mean r values were calculated with the normal z trans-

formation. The mean correlation between the fully aided condition and the
experts was .71--accounting for 50 percent of the variance. The mean cor-
relation between the no aid and the experts was . 30--accounting for nine
percent of the variance. This suggests a 5 to 1 ratio which reflects the dif-
ference between the variance accounted for when using the aid and when not

* using the aid in relation to the expert opinion criterion. Stated alternatively,
use of the ASTDA increased decision validity by a factoi of five.

Difficulty and Confidence Rating Data

After a subject recorded his strike launch time choices, he was asked
about his confidence in his decisions and how difficult it was to arrive at the
decisions. As indicated in the earlier section on Problem Selection, diffi-
eulty was defined in terms of the spread of possible outcomes across potential
strike times. A rather strong negative correlation betwceen the confidence
and the perceived difficulty ratings (r -. 62) was evidenced. However, no
correlation between the a priori difficult" values and either the confidence
ratings (r -. 15) or the perceived difficulty rat,,gs (r = -. 03) was evidenced.
This lack of any relationship with the previously defined difficulty was sur-
prising because the variance and the regression analyses showed clearly dif-
ferential effects of difficulty. It seems that the subjects did not perceive
the problems in which the BFL and EU were the major correlate of choice
to be more difficult. Possibly, their perception of the situation was one of
more confusion or one which demanded more consideration but not difficulty
per se. However, the subjective report of difficulty does not seem to be
associated with our "objective" measure.

Multiattribute Utility

Method

An attempt was made to evaluate further the perceived utility of the
aid by assessing how closely the aid achieved its goals. Six ASTDA goals
were developed. They are listed in Table 14. One requirement of the
multiattribute utility analytic technique (Edwards, 1971) is the relative
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Table 14

ASTDA Goals and Weights

G oa I Weight

I)To provide a system to assist im the derivation
of the best possible time to launch an air strike. 35

2) To provide a method for structuring and organizing
available information pertinent t3 the strike timing
decision.

3) to provide, given available data, the possible re-
sults of various strike launch time decisions. 15

4) To provide information about the trade-offs (e.g.
own or enemy losses) relative to various strike
time decisions. 25

5) To provide a criterion against which strike timing
decisions can be evaluated or verified. 13

6) To support the decision maker so that various strike
timing decisions can be made more quickly!accurately. 7
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importance of the goals (elements) being considered. Judgments of goal
importance and the assignment of goal weights were completed by two of
the Applied Psychological Services' staff members who were involved in

the ASTDA evaluation. Each independently distributed 100 points among
the goals to reflect his judgment of the importance of each goal. The
weights were then compared, discussed, adjusted, and mutually agreed
on. The weights are included in Table 14.

Each subject who participated in the study was asked in an after
evaluation interview to assign a rating along a "0" to "100" scale on the
extent to which the aid achieved each goal. By multiplying the weight of
a goal and the mean of the rating on the extent to which the aid achieved

D *the goal, a utility measure for the aid in reference to that goal was ob-
tained. This procedure was completed separately for each goal. The
resultant utility values are presented in Table 15. The top portion of
Table 15 presents the data collapsed across conditions, and the lower
portic, presents the results by experience, aid level, and background by

- aid level.

The maximum value that could be attained relative to each goal and
the marginal total are shown in parenthesis at the top of Table 15. As can
be seen, goals 2 and 6 ere closely achieved by the aid. They were judged
to have been about 91 percent and 89 percent satisfied, respectively. The
other goals (1, 3, 4, and 5) were rated as 85, 81, 78, and 80 percent sat-
isfied, respectively. These values seem rather impressive.

Comparison across experience levels indicates only minor total
differences due to this effect. There were only minor differences in ratings
within goals of about 3 to 7 percent. Exceptions were the 9 percent higher 2

and 13 percent lower ratings given to goals 3 and 5, respectively, by the A
exp-.rienced subjects.

The aid level data suggest that this effect produced differences in per-
ceived utility for the aid. Comparing across aid levels indicates a tendency
for the highest ratings to be given by those subjects who were exposed to the
full aid condition. However, for gal 5, which was related to providing a
criterion for evaluating strike timing decisions, the highest ratings we.-e ob-

served for the utility condition. The utility condition ratings for goal 5 were
8 to 13 percent higher than for the other goals. This finding may have been
anticipated, because utility represents a fundamental comparison criterion.
Across the other goals, only the ratings for goal 4 possessed any substantial
variability across aid levelz. Goal 4 concerned own versus enemy losses
and was perceived by the subjects in the utility condition, the condition for

-6 which no loss information was available, as very far from satisfied by the
aid. For goal 4, the highest ratings were obtained for the full aid condition
and intermediate levels were obtained for the outcome and no uncertainty
conditions.
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Table 15

Results of Multiattribute Utility Analysis

Maximum (3500) (500) (1500) (2500) (1300) (700)

Possible Utility For Goal (G) (10.000)

Gi G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 Utility

Overall 2991 454 1210 1950 1036 618 8259

Experienced 2916 443 1266 2026 964 628 8243

Inexperienced 3065 464 1154 1875 1108 608 8274

Aid Levels

Full Aid 2990 471 1269 2282 1002 630 8644

Utility 2990 467 1237 1604 1127 630 8055

Outcome 2972 431 1157 1958 980 624 8122

No Uncertainty 3011 444 1177 1958 1035 588 8213

Experienced

Full Aid 2858 454 1200 2313 845 624 8294

Utility 2858 467 1275 1563 1137 659 7959

- Outcome 2946 446 1413 2208 953 618 8584

No Uncertainty 2478 404 1175 2021 921 612 8134

Inexperienced

Full Aid 3121 487 1337 2250 1159 636 8990

Utility 2730 467 1200 1646 1116 601 7760

Outcome 2998 417 900 1708 1007 630 7660

No Uncertainty 3022 483 1180 1896 1148 563 8292
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The experience by aid level data for goal 4 suggests that, higher
ratings were assigned by the subjects in the full aid, outcomes, and no
uncertainty conditions than by the inexperienced subjects. The it.forma-
tion provided by the aid may have been more meaningful to the experienced
subjects.

* Also showing some .,ariability across background by aid levels were
the ratings relative to goal 5. Goal 5 was concerned with the use of the

ASTDA as an evaluation criterion. The experienced group rated achieve-
ment of this goal relatively low, at least in the full aid, outcomes, and no
uncertainty conditions.

The background by aid level analysis also suggested some variability

relative to goal 1--to assist in the derivation of the best possible strike
launch time. The results indicated a rather low goal attainient evaluation
by the experienced subjects in the no uncertainty condition and to a lesser
extent by the inexperienced subjects in the utility condition.

* After Evaluation Interview

Each subject, after completing the eight scenario pioblems, was inter-
viewed relative to his impressions of the ASTDA. Information was sought
about usefulness and influence of various aspects of the aid.

Input Displays

The subjects were queried about the usefulness of the input displays.
They indicated their response on a five category rating scale. The mean
-,sefulness ratings for the input displays are presented in Table 16. The
input displays considered were the WAT, WAC, BFA, ORAD, and ORGF.
The ORGF information was treated as a unit. The information on the de-
sired number of blue (DNB) was presented to the subjects embedded within
the BFA displays but was rated separately.

Ov.erall, the ratings tended to vary between "3" and "4," i. e., be-
tween useful and highly useful. The highest rating, 3. 84, was received by
the ORGF display. The BFA and the ORAD displays were rated as 3.71
and 3.62 respectively. The lowest rating, 2.39 was assigned to the DNB
(desired number of Blue). The experieheed subjects generally rated the
input displays to be more useful than the inexperienced subjects. This
was true for ever-y display except WAT. Possibly, the experienced sub-

= jects, by virtue of their backgrounds, were able to read more into the
input displays than the inexperienceJ subjects.

When the data are considered across aid levels, the input informa-
Ation was not rated highest in the no aid condition, which had only input

- = information available. Rather, on the average, the highest rating was ob-
* served in the utility condition which rated the input at 3. 88. The input
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Table 16

Mean Ratings of Inpu,-t Usefulness

WAT WAG P.FA DNB ORAD ORGF Mean

Overall 3.42 3.02 3.71 2.39 3.62 3.84 3.33

Experienced 3.27 3.19 3.81 2.58 3.64 3.90 3.39

Inexperienced 3.56 2.86 3.60 2.20 3.60 3.77 3.27

Full Aid 3. 8 3.00 2.84 2.10 3.00 3.42 2.99

utility 4.00 3.34 4.13 2.67 4.17 4.34 3.88

Outcome 3-08 3.30 3.58 2.67 3.67 3.58 3.25

No Uncertainty 2.84 264 3. 2% 2.44 3.27 4.00 3.07

No Aid 3.58 3.25 4.17 2.09 4.00 3.83 3.49

Experienced

Full Aid 3.33 2. 83 2.67 2.20 3.00 3.50 2.92

Utility 4.7 400 4.83 3.00 4.67 4.67 4.22

Outcome 2. 33 2.50 3.50 2.33 4.00 3.67 3.05

No Uncertainty 2.86 3.28 3.57 2.71 2.71 4.00 3.19-

No Aid 3.67 3.33 4.50 2.67 3.83 3.67 361

Inex-perienced

Full Aid 3.83. 3.17 3.00 2.00 3.00 3.33 306

utility 3.83 2.67 4.67 2.33 3.66 4.00 3.53

outcome 3.83 3.33 3.67 3.00 3.33 3.50 3.44

No Uncertainty 2.83 2.00 2.83 -2.17 3.83 4.00 2.94

No Aid 3.50 3.17 3.s3 1.50 4.171 4.00 3.36



information was rated lowest by subjects inl the full aid and the no un-
certainty condition with scores of 2. 99 and 3. 07, respectively. T'-h
men ratings or the subjects assigned to tile outcome condition, 3. _-5,
was slightly highor.

These findings support contentions favoling the alietice and useful-40 ,ness of most of tihe input infformationl pr-t-vided by tile ASTI)A.

Outcome Displays

A parallel sot of ratings was completed fer til outcome displays.
The ovrall seful e iati, 3. 95, was someowhat higher I han the use-

JA fulness mean for tle input information. The results, presented in Table
17, generally support tile usefulness of the outcome displays.

The highest overall ratings, 4. 50 and .1. 14, were assigned to the
ORGL and the BF L displays, respectively. 'rile ORAL display was rated
slightly lower--3.2 1.

Tie comparison" across background levels suggest that the experi-
eneed subjects tended to rate the usefulness of tile outcome information
lower than the inexperienced subjects, except for tile ORGL display.

BExamining the data across aid levels indicates that the outcome
displays were rated highest in the condition that only had one source of
output information (utility or outcome) available. The background by aid
level analyses of Table 17 suggest that this effect was only influential on
the judged usefulness of the outcome displays for tile experienced subjects.
Here, die effect was strong. The outcomes were rated lower in the full
aid and no uncertainty conditions when both sources of output information
were available than they were when only the outcome information was avail-
able. Examining tie inexperienced subject data across aid levels does
not indicate the same type or degree of systematic variability as observed
in the experienced subject data. -

Input-Outcome Interaction j
The usefl tness ratings by the e ,,rienced subjects can be employed

to quantify further the usefulnss of various displays. Usefulness may be 0
defined: _

rVIII i k -
111+ 11()T F1; co
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Table 17

Mean Ratings-of Outcome Usefulness

BFr-L ORAL ORGL Mean
Overall 4.14 3.21 4.50 3.95
Experienced 4.11 2.87 4.72 3.90
Inexperienced 4.17 3.21 4.50 4.00

Aid Levels

Full Aid- 3.68 3. 33 4.50 3. 84

Outcome 4.42 3.49 4.50 4.14

No Uncertainty 4.33 2.83 4.50 3.87

Experienced

FullAid 3.67 2. 33 4.50 3.67
-Outcome 4.50 3.30 4.83 4.2-1

No Uncertainty 1. 16 2.50 4.83 3.83

Inexperienced

Pull Aid 3. 68 3. 83 4. 50 4.00

Outcome 4. 33 3. 67 4. 17 4. 06

No Uncertainty 4. 50 3. 17 4. 17 3. 95

If
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-where: VHl is -the useltness of the input information (1I)

HO is the information from outcome ratings sI - HU is, the information from utility ratings

k is a constant of proportionality (1k k < 5).

Changes in VH as a function of clanges in tt tot are then all expression of
the fact that all information (11) is relative, and tie importance (V) of one
information source is indirectly determined by the availability of other
sources of informati 'u. As applied to the present situation, when only in-put information was made available, L. e., Htot 1 I 0: I

V = k t--li , or

VH It k.

When other sources of information were also available and contributed to
uncertainty reduction, then:

VIII > k. I

When additional sources of information acted so as to increase uncertainty,
then:

V1,11 < k.

The usefulness rating assigned by the subjects (3. 49) to the input informa-
tion (Hi), when presented in the no aid condition, was moderately high. This i
value would be obtained wiin HO + HU = 0 so ttat VI k, and can be con-
sidered as the reference value against which the effects of making other in-
formation available can be coipared. The usefulness value ranged between
2. 92 and 3. 19 when either H0 + lU, or when only 11O was available along
with H1. This suggests that HO + HU was positivre, i e. , contributed to un-
certainty reduction. -VH rose sharply to 4. 22 when only IIU was made avail- {-A
able, suggesting that H0 + HU was negative. The utilities without the out-
come information did not reduce uncertainty and possibly increased it.

The usefulness of outcome displays is given by:

V110 k1SV1o- k II-1o+ 11 u T- o7
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MIN- --------

Since HI was constant across all conditions, the only interest is in the effect

of incrementally providing utility displays (IIu) for experienced subjects with I
respect to H O . When-only outcome information was made available, VITO
4.21. Additionally providing H U reduced VH O to an average value of 3. 75.
This decrease strongly suggests that H U increased Htot, by reducing uncer-
tainty for experienced subjects. These findings allow some additional
insight into and refinement of our understanding of expected utility (EU) in
particular and of the information presented in general. Apparently, EU
(or HU ) only presented in conjunction with input information (HI) had little,
if any, beneficial effect, but, when presented along with the outcomes (- O0)
it did have a beneficial effect. This suggests a simple notion that provid-
ing increased amounts of information ( A Itot) \\ill necessarily increase
the value of the information (AVHtot) for the user is misleading. Again,
as indicated by the variance analyses, more is not necessarily better.

Influence of Outcome Displays i
The subjects were .so asked to rate the influence of the output dis-

plays on their strike timl.., decisions. Again, five category scales ranging iI
from "no influence" to "very much influence" were employed. The data de-
rived f'ori these quebtions are pi esented in Table 18. For thc overall anal-
ysis, the highest influence rating of 4. 47 was assigned to the ORGL followed
by similar ratings of 4. 02 and 3. 97 for the EU and the BFL, respectively.The lowest rating, 3. 08, was received by the ORAL display.

The data for the experienced subjects suggest that they were most

influenced by the ORGL outcome while the inexperienced subjects were
most influenced, on the average, by the EU information. j

The comparison across backgrounds by aid levels suggests that for
the experienced subjects the highest rating. came f.'om the ,,iity, and oi:t-
come conditions with averages of 4. 17 and 4. 19, respectively. With almost
perfect consistency, the outcome displays were rated lowL.,- in influence I
in the full aid and no uncertainty conditions with averages of 3.67 and 3. 81,
respectively. That is when both the outcome and the utility displays were i

available, they were rated lower than when either one set or the other was 1 1
available.

The distribution of the influence ratings by the inexperienced sub-
jects showed few systematic differences across aid levels. This finding
parallels that already reported in the usefulness ratings. _

In keeping with the reasoning and notation above:

H i  _:
VHi k Htot

- - - -- ___ _-__

- _ filet



Mean Table 18-1

MenR1ating-s ofVautput--Influence

BFL ORAL ORGL 2 U Mean

Over~all 3. 97 3.-08- 4. 47 4. 02 3. 93

Ex perienced- 3. 83 2. 94 4. 72 3. 78 3. 82

;Inexperienced 4. 11 -3.923 4. 22 4. 28 3. 96

-FdllevAid 3.75 3.08 4.08 3.75 3.67

Ouitcoffi e 4.58 -- 3.25 4.75 4. 19

No -Uncertainty 3.58 2. 93 4.58 4; 17 3. 81

Expeiin

__F-ull Aid 3. 50- 3i00 4. 33 3. 00 3.46

Uitilities- 4.33 4.33L Outconime 4. 67 3. 17 4. 83 4. 22

No Uncertainty 3. 33 2. 66 5. 00 4.00 3.75

-Inexpertied

Pull Aid- 4.00 3.16 3.83 4.50 3.87
UtilitV 4.00 4.00

outcome 4.50 S.33a 4.67 4.17I

-No Uncertainty 3.83 3.20 4. 16 4. 33 3. 88
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where Hi represents information from display i. Therefore, any factor
that increases Htot - Hi will decrease Vli. This condition would be max-
imal when, both, outcome and utility displays were available and produced
positive modifying effects and a relatively low Vl. When either utility
or outcomes were the only output information available, VHi = 4. 28 on the
average, suggesting that Htot - Hi was comparatively small. When, both-
outcome and utility displays were concurrently available, Vli= 3. 60 on the
average, suggesting that Htot - Hi was large. Therefore, it could be ar-
gued that the influence of information on the strike timing decisions, like
usefulness, could be considered relativistic, being inversely related to
other modifying information concurrently available. Note that these effects
were only consistently observed in the data for the experienced subjects.
The finding seems reasonable when one considers the fact tha' the effect is
essentially a measure of the relative sensitivity of decision n akers to in-
formation from various sources. The extent to which any set of stimuli is

- informative depends on the background and experience of the decision maker
with respect to the neaning of the information. Sensitivity, therefore, is
a function of experience. The experienced subjects were apparently more
sensitive to the information because they have had more experience with
strike launch situations and a consequent better understanding of possible
effects of each set of information.

Discussion of Ratings

The ratings provide some important insights about the ASTDA. The
experienced subjects apparently considered the input information to be more
useful tiean the inexperienced subjects and generally the output information
was less important to the experienced subjects than to the inexperienced

FE subjects. However, both groups rated the outcome information as the more
important. Consistently the OP~AL and B313L information was indicated to
be the most important to the experienced subjects. Ovea with this con-
sistency, the experienced subject data indicated that they were very sensitive
to the type of information available. This finding provides some explanation
for the previously reported result that our expert panel selected preemptive
strike times for two problems. Evidently the panel members, as compared
with our subjects, were differentially sensitive to the information provided.

Other Opinions

A set of open ended questions was included in the interview to allow
for the derivation of qualitative information about the aid. The information
from the experienced, fully aided subjects will be used to draw a picture
of the aid as they saw it. The information from tle other subjects and aid

level conditions will then be discussed in so fas as it adds detail or new
elements to the discussion.
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-Gelnerally,_ the- fully-aided, ex-eriened subjeets perceived-the aid
sprettyhell adindicatedthatit "could be a g6od-tactical decisioti

aid. The- statements tended-to be-qualified-ohntV-kW'counts- (1) that the-
aid is onlyas good as -the input -information, an, -(2)that the alrgorithms
-built into the aid-arereasonable. The concern-about=input)info mation
was rather consistently stated. There seemed-to be-apervasivefeeling
Sthat infOrmation- supplied by weather and by intelligence ofizers- tends to _:

be less than fully -reliable. Because-a considerable part of th=ASTDA's
information is bAsed-on these sources (WAT, WAC, ORAD, and-ORGF),_
and because-the-ASTDA's -outputs are-derived -from these- sources, it- was
-generally -indicated that for the aid -o be useful, thisinformaton had to be
accurate. Concerns about -the algorithms were -fewer and -mostly related

-C to the utility measure. There Was a :tendency to question -the expected
utilities asbeing "toO-inclusive" or "too general. "

The subjects rarely questioned the validity of-the -loss information
(BFL, ORAL, ORGL). In fact when-the input information- was-divergent, -

the subjects -said- that they-t:ended to-base their decisions-on the-lossiinfor-
imation. Specificaly, thel - said- that they tenited- toban--tce the iforma- _____

tion Oi their o\n losses and the-destruction of eiemy targets. Also.- some
subjects said that they -compared- their decision-to the EU-inforhiati n-and, --

if there was an important discrepancy, they reconsidered--their -original ---
decision. However, when -the input inforniatioi-was -convergent, and -al-
ternatives-were-J ather ob-ious, the decisions tended-to be--based on input
informatidn. Therefore, the usefulness of the output infor mation tended
to be somewhat proportional to-the divergence of the-input inforimation.

Other iiterview questions examined specific aspects of-the aid,
e. g., the display form-ats, advantages of color, etc. When asked if the

..... tabular or the graphic information presentation was more useful, the sul -

jects overWhelmingly-chose the tabular format. They generally thought

that the graphs were difficult to read. The importance of color -for the
graphs was-also rated rather low--helping as a disei-iminat but no more.

When asked about the usefulness of the averages and ranges dis-
played on both the tables and graphs, the responses were more variable.
About half of the subj cts said that the aver-ages were more helpful while _--

the other half thought that both the averages and ranges Were helpful. Sub-
jects who preferred the averages wanted to see things at a glance or to oh-
tain a ready indicator-while those who preferred both said that the averages __

Were deceptive and that the range information presented a better picture- of

Ic what to expect.

When questioied as- to whether or not the ASTDA -helped -to have
more confidence in decisions, the overwhelmiigly answer --was affirmativ le; ___

The reasons givxen were that the organization of--the information tended to
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focus thinking on a few particulars, to indicate possible trends, and pos-
sibly reduce human error. The one person that answered negatively
qualified his statement by noting that while not increasing his confidence,
the aid certainly provided a faster means for deriving a decision.

Similar affirmative answers were also obtained when the experi-
enced subjects were asked if ASTDA aided decisions were better decisions
than non ASTDA aided decisions, and if they would feel comfortable using
ASTDA during actual combat conditions. However, laced through their
positive responses to AS""JA were again the qualifications that they would
be "confident. "comfortable, and "make better decisions" onW if the
information entered into the system was accurate.

The subjects also were asked about the additional information which
the ASTDA should supply and if they had any further comments. The re-
sponses ranged over a wide area. Several experienced subjects indicated

A- that the aid should include a psychological readiness of pilots factor which
could interact with other factors and affect outcomes. Such behavioral
modeling is-well within the current state-of-the art. It was also suggested
that the aid does not consider a range of relevant strategies, e.g., with a
low-probability of good visibility at the target, the cloud cover could be
used strategically (sending two strikes, one above and one below the cloud
cover).

Similarly, it was suggested that the aid should consider various
mixes of armament and ordinance. Others thought that the aid did not ad-
dress some very important points, e.g., search air rescue, refueling time
after launch, rendezvous times and places, as well as some minor points,
e.g., aborts of the mission not due to enemy actions.

One area of recurring concern had to do with the graphic displays.
It was suggested repeatedly that relevant graphs should be either super-
imposed or presented simultaneously on a split screen, or nomographically.
or in some combination which would simplify comparisons. It was also
suggested-that in the outcome displays (BEL, ORAL, ORGL), the lost or
destroyed units should be weighted and summed. In addition, it was sug-
gested frequently that the information on orange ground target availability
and destruction should be separated from the information on orange ground
defenses likely to be encountered and destroyed.

The information obtained from the experienced subjects exposed to
the other aid conditions supplements the prior considerations. One aspect
which seems rather relevant concerns the expressed need of the utility
condition subjects for specific loss information, and by the outcome con-
dition subjects for a general measure of trade-off or utility. This finding
supports the need for such information as included in the aid. The discussion
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of influence ratings (in section on Influence of Outcome Displays) also
indicated the augmental/supplemental nature of the two types of display.
We also note our prior finding of no statistically significant differences
between the experimental conditions in which eiiher one or the other of
these types of display was available but the statistically si-nificant super-
iority of the fully aided over the partially aided conditions. Subjects from
these conditions also tended to express the need for accurate algorithms
and, to a lesser extent, accurate input information.

The subjects in the utility condition generally tended to report
having based their decisions on input information but they also tended to
be sensitive to differences in utilities across times, suggesting the need
for some measure of significance. The answers and suggestions received
from the no uncertainty condition subjects indicated little appreciation for
the mission uncertainty indicators. None of the subjects reported the need
for such measures.

90 There were also some questions as to the accuracy of the expected
~ utility output of the aid. As was previously stated, the possibility that the

utilities were too inclusive was mentioned. lt was also said that the per-
ceived value of the expected utility might be enhanced if the user was in-
formed about what units were included in calculating the utilities as well
as specifying the value of each included unit.

$ The reasonableness of any specific item of outcome information was
not questioned. This obtains in spite of tle stated need for reasonably ac-
curate algorithms. This result may have been related to the subjects' at-
titude when asked if they would use the aid under live combat conditions.
The responses were generally that they would certainly use it as an additional

-1 set of information that would have to be considered when making a strike
timing decision. When asked for the reason, the usual answer was that the
ASTDA stands head and shoulders above the competition (because there is
nothing to compare it to).

p
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IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

What then may be said about the value of the ASTDA in particular -
- -i 8and about the implications of the present work for decision aids in general?

The results of the present work certainly seem to support contentions
favoring the value of the ASTDA. The variance analyses consistently indic-
ated statistically significant differences between the aid levels investigated.
And, where differences were found, they were between the unaided con-

i~Itio andmsom level ohe aiiptdispay Onte othe hand tnforests sugniztiond

that although some level of aiding helps, more is not necessarily better.

tool. They set the information that the user wanted to consider into per-

spective and into meaningful relationships. The user employed only parts
of the information. Similarly, multiple and vast arrays of output seemed
tO add little. Once the input was organized, the user cared little about @
multiple outputs which he could not mentally synthesize into an integrated
whole. Accordingly, he selected the output(s) or major meaningfulness

J to him and rested with it (them). While the number of input and output dis-
plays which the user can manage is not known, the number is certainly few-

er than the number provided by the ASTDA. Note that the subjects in the
evaluation-indirectly voiced this same thought when they suggested, during
the interview, that split screen displays and nomographs for relating dis-
played information would be helpful.

One limitation of the aid was its failure to accommodate situational
O ~ variables which may bias, and possibly override, the data produced by the

aid. Specifically, the results from the aid did not square with the con-
clusions of our panel on the matter of preemptive strikes. The aid did not
consider such data biasing situations. It seems that such overriding vari-I

ables or contingency conditions should be taken into account during the de-
sign of any decision aid. Otherwise, the aid will fail to provide full realism _

0 ~with the result that its acceptability may suffer.-

The interaction effects noted by the various analyses are reasonable ,
but add complexity to the aid design problem. Output information was sig-i

nificant for "hard" problems but not for "easy" ones. For "easy" problems
the input displays were most meaningful. Moreover, there was some evi-

Q ~dence that the output displays achieve much of their value by virtue of their I
ability to sensitize the user to the input information. Seeing the projected
outcome forces the user to ask, in a sense, what could cause that? He may
then reconsider an earlier decision or generate additional hypotheses for
investigation hrough the use of the aid. Both the multiattribute utility and -
the expert panel data suggested that such nuances were more readily perceived

~~by the experienced than by the inexperienced subjects--as might have been

anticipate-
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Certainly, the ASTDA has achieved its goals, as defined within
the multiattribute utility analysis, to a considerable extent. The multi-
attribute utility of the aid across the six goals considered was 83 percent
of the total possible utility. Utility relative to individual goals ranged
from 79 percent to 91 percent of the total possible. These values seem
quite high--especially since the ASTDA, as tested, was not necessarily
in its final form.

From the point of view of the relative merit of the aid, our anal-
ysis indicated an increase in decision validity by a factor of five when
unaided are compared with aided decisions.

The after experiment interview indicated a number of areas for
attention within the ASTDA itself. These generally included uncluttering
and integrating the various displays. Moreover, according to our subjects,
the color feature and the color graphics added little. Some cost savings

amight be implemented by eliminating these factors. Certainly, the oper-
ational acceptance of the ASTDA will depend on the availability of reliable
input information and on the faith of the user in the internal algorithms.
We are in no position to judge either the reliability of the input information
demanded by the ASTDA or the validity of its algorithms. However, any
ultimate, fleet user's orientation should address and make information -

available about these issues.

None-the-less, the subjects found the ASTDA to provide useful
i;iformation which influenced their strike timing decisions. The experi-
enced Navy flight officer subjects said that they believed ASTDA aided
decisions to be superior to nonaided decisions and that they would feel
comfortable using the ASTDA during actual combat.

= Implications for Future Evaluations

The present work also provided a number of methodological insights
which should be considered in any evaluation of a decision aid which is con-
ducted in the future.

First, the riterion problem remains open. The present study at-
tempted to come to grips with the criterion problem, at least partially,

=by employing two criteria. The use of multiple criteria has been advocated
in other fields (e.g., test development). But, such an approach does not
provide an answer ito criterion reliability problems. We have no data rel- -

ative to the reliability of the launch time judgments of our criterion panel
and the question of whether or not our panel would provide similar results
on a retest remains-open. Moreover, the panel rankings did not agree
entirely with our second criterion, the utility rankings produced by the aid.
The reasons for this were given earlier. However, if two criteria agree
only moderately or disagree, how can one expect to obtain significant ]
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validity for the aid againsteach of the criteria taken separately? Surely,
if the aid-agrees with one criterion it will disagree with the other. If a
mathematical solution to a problem disagrees with the best judgment of
management, which-course of action is tobe preferred? Management
will want to know the assumptions of the mathematical solution and- methods |x
in such a case and, once aware of these, management may or may not ac-

- cept the mathematical solution. Additionally, in the present case, the
* total situation becomes more circular because the mathematical solution

(utility) was itself a part of the aid and was available to the subjects in three
of the four aided conditions (Exhibit II). Accordingly, employing this cri-
terion presents the situation of assessing the aid against its own output.

-- Yet, surprisingly, our data did not indicate a strong reliance by the sub-
jects on the expected utility output of the aid. Possibly they did not under-
stand or trust the utility construct. In sum, although we employed multiple
criteria and continue to advocate such an approach in aid evaluat-In, such

an approach does not compensate for criterion weakness.

Second, any aid evaluation will depend on the state of development of
an aid at the time at which it is evaluated. Evaluating too early may result

* in an injustice to an aid because the aid developers may not have had suf-
ficient opportunity to refine their design. Evaluating too late may allow er-
rors to go unrecognized until it is too late to do anything about them. Accord-
ingly, as suggested by Figure 1, aid evaluation may need to be viewed
against a continuum rather than as a process to be carried out at a specific
point in time And, any evaluative results are pertinent only to the state of
the aid at the time at which it was evaluated.

__ When one is involved with laboratory experiments, he must be content
with intermediate criteria. Such intermediate criteria are more often than I-
not based on matters of practicality rather than true relevence to the ultimate
criterion. Similarly, criterion sensitivity becomes an. issue. Our failure
to find differences between some of the levels of aiding may be a function of
lack of criterion sensitivity rather than any failure of the aid. The subjects
may have worked harder in one condition as compared with another. But,
this was not measured by the criteria employed.

In retrospect, it becomes apparent that the use of the inexperienced
group as subjects may not have been warranted. While the information/data

- - from such subjects is of theoretic interest, such theoretic excursions are
costly. After all, in actual practice, one can anticipate that decisions, such
as those with which we were concerned in the present work, will be made by
experienced persons.

The interactive and the moderator effects which were evident in
several of the analyses point up the fact, known at the outset, that aid de-
velopment and aid evaluation are not easy ways to pass one's time. Evaluations
must be carefully designed to allow for the identification of such effects, if
present. Barren research designs will miss such nuances. And, these may
be more important than "main" effects.
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Finally, we note that a number of our analyses were based on cor-
relational methods. Correlation implies strength of association--not
causality. Because correlation is a fundamental tool of the behavioralIsciences, a number of techniques have been developed which allow one to
go beyond mere statements of relationship on the basis of correlation

and to derive statements of causality. Most, if not all, of these methods
are based on structural equation models, and the models have been vari-
ously referred to as simultaneous equation systems, linear causal analysis, [
path analysis, structural equation models, dependence analysis, cross-
lagged correlation, and the like. The end result is statements of cause and
effect and because the end result represents a causal link rather than a
measure of association, the structural results do not coincide, in general,
with coefficients of regression among observed variables.

Background material on structural equation models may be found
in Heise (1975), Duncan (1975), and Goldberger (1972). Two volumes by
Blalock (1971, 1974) contain several papers dealing .vith basic issues and
problems at an elementary level. At a more advanced level, two recent
volumes, Goldberger and Duncan (1973) and Aigner and Goldberger (1977)
cover several issues, problems, and applications. Bielby and H-user (1977)
gave an excellent review of the sociological literature on structural equation
models.

One of the more recent and sophisticated techniques whica relies -

on linear structural equations was described by Joreskog and Sorbon
(1978)--analysis of linear structural relationships by the method of max-
imum likelihood (LISREL). The LISREL model was designed to handle
models with latent variables, measurement errors, and reciprocal causation.
The model seeks to establish whether or not a causal relationship exists
among a set of latent variables--some ol which are designated as independent
variables while others are designated as dependent variables. The procedure
also possesses the important advantage that it requires measurement at on-
ly one point in time--a distinct practical advantage. The structural equa-

- -tion model specifies the causal relationship among the latent variables and
the amount of unexplained variance. Joreskog and Sorbon (1978) published
and made available a general LISREL computer program for IBM systems
for deriving the required structural equations. It would seem that such
causal relationships should be explored in future evaluations of the sort
reported here.

Original Hypotheses

In Chapter 1, five hypothese were established to provide a basis for
the present evaluation. Each of these is now discussed. Hypothesis 1, more
effective strike time decisions can be made with the aid then without the aid,
seems to be quite strongly supported by the data. If effectiveness is defined
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i h w cosel ytesb~j~ctsd decIhions -approximated the predictions of
theidthen ASTD ff cttiness -wdasi cerep etail demonstrated by thd

atiher -on ste dierences-obse-ved betweente L the liand thenonl
:an~ iitionse Armnt supportin t apparet e effectiveness of the

i-seemo be futersppe by the-finding&s that, with only parts of
-t-haifatioht provideda t ai the quality of the decisions did not suf-
t The lack of-differential effectiveness across the aided conditions sug -
estsaypo h esis decision effectiveness -will vary systematically as
th characteristics- othe-aid-ate varied, cannot-be- supported or accepted.=

Wht eor nhot the -aid'Is -design -represents a case of overkill is difficult
-to ma o PerhapsThe obvioushas been restated, i e., the human can only

aidnage-alimited amont of information at one time. The effectiveness of
tthe ASTDA-is probebly atfleast a partial function of its sensitizing, feed-

back mechanisms. -

Thae altorithic logc of the ASTDA is not obvious the user--
___ esp~zially hqw nontransparent changes in priuavrabemight in-

f -e -outcomes. It mglfitake isense to provide the user with this type
* ot information. -This infodrmaition igiiht-be-particularly important if the

. was ai cepr i daafo ai f anrcs Intga pterm ofth

ii* d-r*& a ccted for-w in he fleet and might beanintegral partrofathe
ttai nitof (1) -personnel --Who use the aid, and (2) those who review- any

Addisidb s derived from the use of the aid. In addition, such informationS - Wl b ybe useful- in allowing a user toget a "feel" for the sgnif-icane ofthe- vriou asects of the aid.U. iypothesis 2, users-will perceivee aid to possess value (utility)
was alsosupp6ted by the data from balvarety of sources. In-terms of
oa6ll -assessment, Thdthe data from the perceived utility in rela-ion
tothegoalis and-the data from the interview suggest that the ASTDA pos-

sds.esquealified value. The qualifications, as already stated, concern the

mot information and the -aid's algorithms.

-Hypothesis 3 effeeiveness and perceived value will not vary as a
fun tn-of the useVseperience or problem difficulty,. cannot be unequiv-
ocally accepted. The effectiveness of the decisions did not vary with e-

= _erience blt did vary with difficulty. However, the first order inter-
actionid~icated-that most of the effects of difficulty were produced in the

n id condition . Perceived Alue of the aid, depending on the measure,

fluctuated only in minor ways with experience. This was ceaiinly true of
the ercive 'uilit in relation-to the-ASTDA -goals. However, the subjects'

assessmnents during te initerview suggest that perceived utility may increase
-"asa fiffetion of--difficulty or divergence of the informnation.

Support- for the Hypothesis 4, the strike timing decision aid possesses
- ritrio reate vaidty, varies in accordance wit the set of assumptions

one accepts. Using the pe panel's judgmet as he validity criterion
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anid.-ssuming that the aid should rank order alternate -strike -times in-a I
manner congruent with- those- of the -criterion, suggests moderate criterion__
related validity for the- aid. If it is assuffmed that the ASTDAs validity V _

shourd bd.assessed only within the-limited--area that it addresses- then _

the- agreement-level increases. That. is, the validity rises if the possibility
of Preemptive strikes-is not considered. If it-is further assumed that the
only important decision facing a tas-k force fhxght operations officer is the1-
one time-to launch an air strike rather than a ranking of times, then the
apparent validity based on agreement rises considerably.
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ASTDA POST EXPERIMEN4TAL DEBRIEFING FORM

Subject ID Numfber____________

Treatment Condition ___________

MExperienced- Yes - No

Interviewer___________ _____

-sthe final part of -experiment, I have around 20 questions-to ask you. These
questions concern- your opinions about the various features- of ASTDA-and-their

value. Okay.

1 . Pleas §-tell -Me, in general terms, about how -useful, if at all useful, the-

ASTDA was to you for coming to a direct strike timing decision?

2. How did- the ASTDA help you most for deriving a striike timingdeiin

How so? Least? How so?

Most-help:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

How so:_______________________________

Least help:- _____________________________

How 5:_ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

3. What aspects of the ASTDA were most confusing to you? How so?
___ Most confuslag aspects:_____________ ____________

How so:.- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ 
_



4_ -Would you -say that ASTDA was (a) more useful in deriving a strike timing
decision for some problems than for others or (b) was ASTDA equally use -
ful for-all problems? How so-?

(a) (b)
-How so.: __

5. With this usefulness rating scale (show card with scale) rate the usefulness
of the information for-deriving your strike time decisions. What is your
ratingfor the information oni"" --:at Targat1ing

Readiness and Weather Report Time.................... 1 2 3 4 5 01
Air Strike Mission Structure ............................ 1 2 3 4 5
W-ather atTarget...................................1 2 3 4 5
W athe rat Carrier ...................... ....... 1 2 3 4 5
Blue Force Readiness .................................. 1 2 3 4 5
Desired Number of Blue Aircraft ....................... 1 2 3 4 5
Oran geAirDefense................................ 1 2 3 4 5
0QrangeGroundForce. .............................. 1 2 3 4 5

6. (For treatmentconditions 1, 2, and-4 only)
How much influence did the utility outcome values have on your stike timing
decisions? Would you say:

Rating
no influence at all .............. 1
very little influence ............ 2
some influence ......... v ...... 3:
much influence ................ 4
very much influence ............ 5

7 (For treatment conditions 1, 3, and 4 only)
With this rating scale (show card with usefulness scale), rate the useful-

ness of the following combat loss information: _______

b o lre12
1. blue force air losses versus strike time ........... 1 2 3 4 5 0...:'-:2-. orange air losses Versus strike time .............. 1 2 3 4 5 i:

3. orange ground losses versus strike time .......... 1 2 3 4 5
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8. (For treatmentconditions 1, 3, and 4-only}

Using this scale -(show card with influence scale), rate how much influence
each combat loss information aspect h--con your strike timingzdecisions:

Rating
1. blue force-air losses versus strike time 1 9 3 4 5

__ - 2. o range ar losses versus strike time12345
_3. orange ground losses Versus strike time 1 2 3 4 5

9. Tell me the order of usefulness--from most to least useful--of each of these
(show cards with types of information) in helping you decide on the time to
launch an air strike. Which was first most useful, which was second, and
so on until you have ordered the information from first to last?

(For treatment condition(s) only)

Rank
ALL Readiness and Weather Report Time -_-----
ALL Air Strike Mission Structure
ALL Weather at Target _--_-

ALL Weather at Carrier
ALL Blue Force Readiness
ALL Desired Number of B ue Aircraft
ALL Orange Air Defense
ALL Orange Ground Iorce _

(1, 2, and 4 only) Utility Outcome Values
(1, 3, and 4 only) Blue Force Air Losses _

(1, 3, and 4 only) Orange Air Losses versus Strike Time
(1, 3, and 4 only) Orange Ground Losses versus Strike Time

10. Was the tabular or graphic information more useful, or were both the
tables and graphs equally useful? Why do you think so?

1. tables more useful
2. graphs more useful
3. both equally useful

I--+ Why?

I. 81
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11a -(For treatment conditions 1, 2~and 3 only)
Were the averages or the ranges provided on the tables more useful, or
were the averages and ranges both equally useful? How so? _

1. averages more us~eful
2. ranges more useful
3. both equally useful1

-How so9 _____________________________

12. Using the usefulness scale (show card with scale), rate how useful, if at
all, the coloring of the graphs.

Rating

Why did you rate this so?

13i (For-treatnent condition 1, 2, ard 3 only)
Using the usefulness scale (show card with scale), rate the usefulness of the
delta-biased uncertainty bands.

Vo12345

Why did you rate this so?

14. What, if anything, was confusing a',out the tables ? Which tables were confusing?

How so?
~~What ? __

Table Name(s)__

How so?-
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15. W~hat, if anything .vwas confusing about the graphs WXhich graphs were
conifusing and-how so?

* Graph Name(s)

16. What- additional information do you think the ASTDA's tables and graphs
should include? Why do you think so?

$ ~~~~Tables _____________________________

G raphs-

17. What information provided or made avalal on the ASTDA'Z- tnbles and
grahs o yu hink should be deleted - Why do you thn so?

Tables _____________________________

C1 Graphs_________________________ ___

3



18. Do you, think the use of the ASTDA helped you to have any more confidence
in your strike timing decisions than you would have had if you did not use
the ASTDA? How so?

-Yes No
How so? ______________________________

19. -Do you think the ASTDJA aided decisions are better decisions -than non ASTDA
aided decisions. (Why do you say yes? Why do you say no?)

MYes No
Explain _______________________________

20. (For experienced group-only)
Would you feel "comfortable" in using the .ASTDA or some variant of it.under'_
live and real combat conditions? Do you think other air operations officers
would? Whv?

You: Yes ___No

Others: Yes No

Why?____________________________

21. (For experienced group only)
Would you be surpri-sed if the actual blue and orange combat losses during a
strike mission were far worse or far better than the losses predicted by the
ASTDA0 Why do you think so?

Yes No
Why?______________________________

22 Do you have any other comments?
Yes No0

Whyh _______________________________

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION
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YOu1 have Just- readm-the -goals- of AST-DA. Now, I want you to indicate
below ow clsely ach-gaws achieved by the decis ion aid.; For each-goal

__use a 0%to a _J10% -rating,:_ O% tmeans the goal was not at-all attained, and
___ 100% means the-goal was- copletely achieved. Use whatever 5 you feel ex-presses ASTDAs -achievement of the goal.

Gzoal1

S -4

Hj
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Appendix B

- Zero Order Correlation Matrices -from Which the Mlultiple _

=Cor relation Coefficients And Regression -Equations- Were Computed

_ I7
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